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Copy for Dr. Oppenheimer

I

CARNEGIE CORPORATION OF NEI7 YORK

522 Fifth Avenue
ew York 18, N.Y.

ruary 23, 1951

Edward ll. Earle, Esq.
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeto~, New Jersey
Dear Ed:

and for the accompanying r

on Modern

France which you may be s
I wish all our
and turned out s
r~D--<Ilal:'fu-,1!.ood wishes,

Sincerely,
Chuck [Dollard]
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CARNEGIE CORPORATION OF NEW YORK

(1

522 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK IB,N.Y.

ROBERT M. LESTER

November 30, 1950

SECql!;TART

J. Robert Oppenheimer, Director
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey
Dear Mr. Oppenheimer
We are glad to be able to tell you that the Corporation has made available to the Institute for Advanced
Study the sum of eight thousand dollars ($8,000), or so
much thereof as may be necessary, toward support of a
conference on Modern France.
This grant is based upon Mr. Earle's letter to
Mr. Dollard, dated November 28, 1950.

It does not carry

with it any commitment expressed or implied as to renewal
or supplement.
We !h all be very glad to have from you and Mr. Earle
a suggested schedule of payments.
Sincerely yours

Secretary
RML:df

CC:

Edward Mead Earle
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Tlfij; INSTITUT" FOR ADV'lNC&J STUDY
Princeton, N. J.
School of Historical Studies
l!embers of Seminar on Modern

france,~

1950

Ra;mond .\ron

Lecturer ill the InStitlIt d '.~tudes
folitiques and in the E:cole Natlcnale
d'Ad'llinistrati.cn, Un.i.versHyof P ris.
Docteur es leotres, Faris 1938.

J. P. T. Bury

Fellow of Ccrnus Christi College,
and TTniversity Lectnrer in History,
Carnbrid e Univernity. B.A. Cambri~~e,
1930; ..• 1933.

Robert F. Byrnes

Assist3.l1t .'rofesslr
;tutgers i:niversity.

01

History,

B...

0

i!JJlh€.rst

1939; l.l... Harvar 1940; Ph.CJ. 1947.
Richard D. Challener

Instluctor in HistorJ, frinceton
Univers:Lty. i".13. ?rinceton 1943;
\. '. Colu.rnbia 1948.

Jean-Jacques Chevallier

Professor in the Faculty of Law
and in tIE Ins'Litut d'E;tudes Politiques,
University of Paris. Docteur el1
Droit sciences politiques, Universit,y
of Paris 1924; Docteur en Droit
sciGnces juridiques 1925.

Gilbert Chinard

I",redith Howland Fyne Professor of
French Literature (emeritus),
Princeton University. B•.:... Poitier
1099; Licencie es lettres 1902;
L~. D. St. Jolm I 5 College 1934.

Laing Gray Cowan

ssistant Professor of Government,
and 1dministrative Assist~lt te the
Director of the School of International
Affairs, Columbia University.
A.B. Toronto 1943; 11..1:. Columbia 1944;
2h.D. 1950.

"dward Mead Earle

Professor in the School of Histcrical
Studies, Institute for ~.dvanced Study.
B.S. Columbia 1917; Ph.D. 1923;
L~.D. Princeton 1947.
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WiUiam

~benstein

of Politics, Princeton
University. LL.B. Vienna 1934;
f-il.D. ;,isconsin 1938.

Pr~fessor

Henry W. ";hrmann

Professor of Political Science,
University of Colorado. LL.B. Berlin;
Dr. Juris. Freibtlrg.

Paul Farmer

Associate Professor of History,
University of riisconsi!l. A. B.
AmhCJrst 1939; n.ll. Columbia 191.10;
Ph.D. 19h2.

~dward

i;. Fox

-If;;;dg.1!' S. Furniss

Associate Professor of History,
Cornell Unive:'sity. A. B. Harvard
1935, Ph.D_ 1942.
Assistant Professor of Politics,
anC. Joim -:Iith''!l'sPV)l1 Preceptoi',
Prillceton :fniv8rr;ity. B.I\.. Yale
1940; ~.A. 19~5; Ph.D. 1~47.

Jean Gottmann

Maitre de Conferences, Institut
dl~~ldes ?olitiqucs, University of
Paris, ~nd CharGe de Recherches,
Centre Natiol13J.e de la Recherche
Scientifique. Litt. Lie. Paris 1936.

H. Stuart Hughes

Assistant ?rofessor of History, Harvard
University. A.B. )~~rst 1937; Ph.D.
HqrvOlrd 19ho.

Joseph Kraft

A~sistant,

*Daniel Marx, Jr.

'~'Robert

R. Palmer

David Thomsan

Institute for Advanced
study, A.J. Columbia 1947; M.A.
Pd ncetcm 1949.
Professor of ~conomics, Dartmouth
College. ;1.B. Drtmoutll 1929;
Ph.D. C:llifornia 1946.
Professor of History, Princeton
University. 'h.B. Cticago 1931;
"h.D. Cornell 1934.

Fellow of Jidney Sussex College, and
University Lecturer in History,
Cambridge Univ~rsity. B.A. Cambrid e
1934; Ph.D. 1938.
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E. L. ijoodward

FellOVT of ..orcester College, and
Professor of ;~odem P.istory,
University of (Ocford. A.B. Oxford
1913; Litt. D. Princeton 1946.

Gor don \ir ight

.5sociate ~rofessor of History,
University of l'Ngon. A.B. \ihitrnan
Collegt'l 19::3; p•• L. Stanford 193b;
Ph .D. 1939.

,
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FOR YOUR INFORMATION

u
November 13, 1950

To Members of the Seminar on Modern France:
It is clear that at the rate we are now proceeding, we
cannot hope to cover all of the ground remaining in the memorandum
prepared by Mr. Thomson I s task force. Several members of the seminar
have suggested that we ought to have at least one unscheduled session,
and perhaps two. After making an informal canvass, I have come to
the conclusion that almost everyone would be greatly disappointed
i f we were not to have adequate opportunity to discuss the remaining
major points in the Thomson memorandum, as well as sufficient time
to weigh general conclusions or--to change the metaphor--to see the
forest instead of the trees.
I am taking the liberty, therefore, of suggesting that we
have two additional sessions, one on Friday afternoon, December 1,
and the second on Friday afternoon, December 8, both at the usual
hour 3:30 to 6. I am aware, of course, that this may cause some
individual inconvenience, but I am hopeful that the additional
expenditure of time and effort will more than justify itself.
Even with two additional sessions, we shall have to be
highly selective in our discussion of pages 14-25 of the Thomson
( memorandum. would it not be best, therefore, to devote our November
16 discussion to pages 20-23, dealing with the international relations
of modern France, and our November 30 discussion to pages 23-25,
dealing with the position of France in Europe? (Because of Thanksgiving
Day, there will be no session on November 23.)
If we find, after covering pages 20-25, that there is more
time at our disposal than we now anticipate, we can retrace our
steps to page 14. The omission of the material in pages 14-20
will not be too serious, since some of it is purely factual and
some susceptible of subjective interpretation. Our discussions
in the latter category have been great fun, but it would be a shame
to have the cake of pages 14-20 y,i.thout the bread of pages 20-25.
If you have comments concerning the foregoing suggestions,
I shall, of course, be glad to have them.

Edward M. Earle

l

/
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Do you want to approve Earle's request?

~'
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COPY

October 5, 1950

Professor Edward Earle
The Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, N. J.
Dear Ed:
In reply to your memorandum of October
4th, I should say that since tne visitors whom

you are mentioning are coming to attend your
seminar their expenses should be chargeable to
the Visitors' Fund of the School; but I presume
that the decision in such matters rests wi th
the Director.
Yours,
/s/ Harold Cherniss
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW TERSEY
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October 2, 1950

To Members of the Seminar on Modern France
It is hoped that hereafter we shall be able to put into your
hands several days in advance of the Thursday session the material
presented for discussion by the "task forces".

As you know, the first

task force had to work under very great pressure and tre secretarial
staff had to work over-time to get the first menorandum into mimeographed
form.

As a general rule, however, we hope to have a little more elbow

room.
The sessions of the seminar should be devoted, of course, to
surveying the forest and not tre trees.

Comments on phraseology and other

relatively minor points should be submitted directly to Mr. Kraft, secretary
of the seminar, who will see that they are referred to the interested
person or persons on the task force.

Disagreement on fundamental points

should, of course, be submitted in the form of brief memoranda for the
use of the task force.

If necessary, the task force will prepare supple-

mentary memoranda for discussion in advance of the meeting.
Of course we shall learn by doing and our opor-ational procedures
will, the:::-afore, develop as we go along.

In general, however, we wish

to keep the discussions of the seminar itself on the highest possible
plane, leaving to committee work between sessions as much as possible of
the lesser or more routine comnent and criticism.

Edward Mead Earle
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW .JERSEY

september 25, 199:>
The Seminar on Modern France will meet
regularly hereafter on Thursday afternoons,
in Room 102 Building D at ttB Institute for
Advanced Study, from 3:30 to 6 (with an
interval for tea).
Edward M. Earle
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April 6, 1950

ORANDtr.1 TO THE FILE:
HE:

EBERSTEIN, lILLIAM

In checking on Insti tu te gran ts for income tax purposes
it was found that William Eberstein was paid $1,000. in connection
witt his services dUring Professor Earle's Conference on Modern
France. Through an error this tax was not withheld on this amount.
The uirector instructed the Business Office that it should be
considered taxable. Professor Eberstein was so informed. He had
considered it a taxable salary•

•
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COUFEREt!CE 011 1.l0lJE?JI FFMICE
The Princeton Inn, Princeton, New Jersey
February 1-4, 1950
TENTATIVE PROGRAl.l
THE SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF MODERN FRAHCE
The French Social Str4cture and the French State
John E. Sawyer, Harvard University
The Bourgeoisie: The French Entrepreneur
David Landis, Harvard University
The French Intellectual Class: Its Role and Present Plight
Kenneth Douglas, Yale University
THE DECLlllE OF THE FREUCH £LAN VITAL
Papers by:
John B. iolf, University of Uinnesota
John Bouditch, University of Uinnesota
John Christopher, University of Rochester
FREI:CH POLITICS: THE SHIFTT.'G COALITIOI! OF THE CEFUR
The "Third Force", 187 1896
L. A. liinnich, Jr., Lafayette College
The "Third Force", 189' 1939
Edward ~. Fox, Cornell University
The "Third Force" in the Fourth :tepublic
Charles A. ~icaud, University of Virginia
Christian Democracy and the "Third Force"
Robert Byrnes, Rutbers University
FRENCH POLITICS: THE RIGHT AIlD THE LEFT
The Struggle for Political Control of the French ITorking Class
Decline of the Socialist Party
Henry TI. Ehrmann, University of Colorado
Sorel and Sorelism
Scott Lytle, University of ~ashington
The Communist P~rty
The Comnunists a"d French Foreign Policy
Vernon Van Dyke, University of Iowa
The Peasantry and the Conmunist Party
Gordon ~right, University of Oregon
De Gaulle and Gaullism

H. Stuart Hughes, Harvard University
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COi:FERE:ICE

ot! r;ODEHi·j FR,'1ICE

Princeton, New Jersey
February 1-4, 1950
A conference on problems of modern France will be ~eld at Frfnc&·
ton, rew Jersey, February 1-4, 1950.
The character of the conferen"_
:-ill confnrm, in general, to the annual ~ectings of the lcarne~ 50~_:
"ies .,- that is to sa:, carefully prepared papers \'ill be read, cr;"o"
,'ized, and discussed.
U:1like the ,:\(:~tings of t;,e learned societies
C':lcvcr, attendance nill be by invitation, and l!lC.llDcrs of the cuI!f...;·
_~cc will be Closen from nore than one acedenic discipline (tho c L~
;~tJd will incl~da histor~a.s, ocana ists, political scicntist3: Si.!. nts of literature, and perhaps others).
Rall',ay a,ld pullffian fo.r,:
1.1 hotel expenses in Prin aton of tl~ose 'IDO read p:!~.)crs \;'i11 bo p -' .
. t:1C confer'}:lcc, and it is ~lopcd that s:"rular arrangements -:11:'..:1. ') . .
:,de for to' e o'~her confereltce participants.
The sponsors of the conference are:
Cor:'.!ni ttee on Internati anal and rtegional st udies
iiarvard Universit:·
Institute of International Studies
Yale Univel'sit J'
School of Int rnational Affairs
Columbia University
Woodrow ~ilson Sc~ool of Public and International Affairs
Princeton University
School of Economics Dad Politics
Institute for hdvanced Study
The gcneral purposes of the conference arc to bring together
hclerican scholars professionally interested in problems of modern
Prance -- the France, say, of the Third and Fourt~ French Re ublic9
to take stock of and to appraise work on France currently under way
in American colleges and universities, and to c nsidcr ways and ~ea~~
for the further develop~ent of Fl'ench studies i~ t~c United states.
It is li~ewisB intended that the prograo, to consist of pbpers read
b the relatively younger scholars in the field, will be of sufficient rler:.t in itself to justif~' the :101ding of t'le confcronce; unless unforeseon obstacles arise, t~e several papers read ~ill he
published in book forgo
The subjects bei g proposed for pa ers con~tltutQ a coherent, if not
uitc comprohcnsivc, trcetQcnt of t. c ~is
tory, politics, and econo~ics of France silce 1370.
The
rogrBn ~,d
'-. tf;.11tz:.tivc list of about fifty pc.rtici?~:lts for t:~~ confcrc cc li2.S
.:'_rc;:d upon at a Iilceting of the s:,on.3oring institutions i!cld in I·!c~-;
!ork on Sat rday, 24th Se~tcnber. A this meeting it TIaB agreed tl1a~,
are 3 the fornal papers Ilouid largely be offered by younger scholar~
t:1e "elder statesmen" ~" t,::,. field ',:e",1 be asked to attend as crit::..cs
cO'.lnselors, and friends.
It is belioved tLat brL1ging this varied
group together 7ill nake the conference of unique significance to the
furtlerance in the United States of studies of ~odcrll France.
The temporary officers of the conference are,
Schuyler C. :'Jallace (COlul,lbia)
Ed 'lard 1 ead EarlG, Chairnan
Institute for
dvanced Study Donald C. ~c ay (~arvard)
~rinccton, Nev Jersey
Frederick S. Dun!. (Yale)
~'iilliam Ebenstein, Sec ret ::.ry
Jo eph R. Strayer ( rinceton)
,,,'
'
,...1. L
·
d (r'
!rinccton Unicersity
;.. 1 11 l.Clw
OCl:::i·OO
\ 'rlncc t on )
. embero of the Executive Committ~e
1

It is hoped th,t the prograJ.l and a list of p~rt~cipants \'lill
for distribution in I,lid-October or s;lOrtly thereafter.

~vailable

lo~
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CARNEGIE CORPORATION OF NEW YORK
522 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK 18, N. Y.

I

1
l

ROBERT M. LESTER

October 14, 1949

SE:CRE:TARY

Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer, irector
Institute for Advanced Study
Princeton, New Jersey
Dear Dr. Oppenheimer
We are glad to be able to tell you that the Corporation has made available to the Institute for Advanced
Study the sum of three thousand dollars ($3,000) toward
support of a conference on Modern France.
This grant is based upon a proposal made by Mr.
Edward M. Earle in a letter to Mr. Gardner, dated September 29, 1949.

It does not carry with it any commitment

expressed or implied as to renewal or supplement.
Our Treasurer is being authorized to make payment
of this amount wi thin the next few days.
We shall look forward with interest to developments
under this grant.
Sincerely yours

~cLf2~
Assistant Secretary
FA:df
cc: Mr. Edward M. Earle
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Februal7 15, 19 1

r. John
r. Vice
Carnegie Corporation of
oft York, ' f t York
John:

De

The enclo ad r ;>ort 0 the Fret:ch 9E1nar looks
pret.ty fo
ab e.
t
thou t it
st. to t.ell the tory
in fair17 complete detail, in the hope that tne report and
its appendiees may
useful within your or~zation. For
for:aal purpo e the report is addressed t.o
• Dollard, but
I hope it will nrve the
po es of the dooUlll~nt. which r.
ster usually requ t.s at aboUt. this t.i e of year.
There is one major It.& not induded in t.he reportan expr sslon of
very
at appreication of the many kindnesses you have shown IIl8
in the past. t..'ll· e
ar. You
have al aTS been genero
of your tiJu, have 1'e
a wise advi er, and. I
hapPY' to
y, an increasin ly
neroue friend.
I t.hink you know how
t.erul I
to you for all the t.hin
you have do
and for all th
)"OU are.
Al a

yours,

ead arle
:jml

ca.
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February 15, 1951

• Charl
The Carne
York.

Dollard,
sident
e Corporation of
'elI" Iork

Dear ' .

ollard,

Yor

It i with
at pleasure that I aubUt herewith a
re?ort on th
m:dnE.r on odarn ranee conduct
at the Ins i:.ute :ror
Advanced "tudy durin the autu::n of 1950.
he tl
_s the 0 t
recent in a aerie 1IIh1ch have been
e . sslble by _
t of 55,000
fr
the Carnegie Corporation, 20th arch 19lt7.
viOUII reporta on
aotivities under this
nt ... re 8U itted in February 1950, February
1949, and'
1948.
In a letter of th
1946-<:onc",rnin.'" a
t in
support ~ our s minars in histor.r and interna ional relationa-I
_ 'lured the Corporation that "Th Institute for Advanced tu y
uld
!Iuppl ent the propo
ant fro the Corporat:on by allottin to
the eame general purposes a portion of the fUndll it provide annu 11,.
for IItipends in the chool of cono c and Politics (now incorp rat
in the "chool of P.1storical tOOies). In addition. the I t ute will
oontribute administrative service~ in thp. fo
of office
oe, li rar,r
facilities.
. , snd the like, as Tell as a e aecre arial as i tanc .Iou will note fro th f i notal tat
nt attach
(App ndice I and
J)
t the IIlII Hute oontributed sOltlSthing like tour-fifth of the
up nses 01' th seminar on modern r noe incurreci urin
dods
June-Dece ber 1950, aside l'
UJllIpe ified
ounts in the fo
of ov rhead expensu or.1ch as telephone, telegr ph, pOllta , office
ppU ,
and the like.
c_Wle of t e enerOW! cooperatio of t.he 1rector
of the Insti ute and of m;y collea e in the "chool of
stori 1
tudies-pllrtl ularl,. as re rds the lI'Ifard of Institute stipends to
III
of rq "lIIllinar -the fUnds eDerousl,.
de available 0
b:r
ths Corporation for th
rs will lIerve the purpo as of th
ant for a lon er
iod ot tillle than
a ori
11,. thOll- t
sible.
And ince th6 Corporation has a eed to allaw unexpended funds 0 be
carried fc ard into the future, the life of th a
1
ured.
beyond th three
an durin which the fUnda _r
de available
(1947-1950) •
odern

'ay I
ranoe hAs reoeiv

tion, too,
f
other

e sUP!"ort
80urO

•
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_be
rec iwei ulbri It
to ower the cost of transatlantic travel.
ot the auditor ,
• Cellier, h d hi tra 1
ee to am fr th tn t
tate defra7ed b7 the Cultural slatio
I ction of the French
ni-try of
Forei
Affairs.
ina
bers re ind leave of be e with full
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for the
ose of snabl1n th
to
participate In th seminar. Althou h no tabulation as een de at:
th1e further &.! s~stance in te
of dollars a
cent, i t obviously is
v ry co iderable.
co
of

t~e

""'·Jrl>lr

10

ountin tell3Lon in orl arf iT
raise 0 tael s of it ~ to th ~ecution f
th n'ture.
t be v ry ex1
o~ a state of
cont IIWlnce cr the e em1nar a
tt r of ore
eademic
In an;r case, w h 11 proceed on the ass
10n that what ou
done can
done.

~r--~:y

cern.
obe

..-rUten r ort h
p lement.ed fr
e
to tillle by ta1lcll I have h d 11'1
r. John ~ rd r COnc~:lHlJ:!'
and plana, so t t th
orpora ion
n ept onti
of t e p e t
h the
a t of 55,000
s
u •
, how v~r,
t. ere are questions Tou lrOuld like to as' , or furt!l r informa 10n yo
would l~
to have, I
ent rel at your command.
Kay I S"y, in clo in" how very
ch I appreciat the
assistance of the CarnegJ.e Corporation in !flY work at the I1l.!Ititute. It
h s been
atll';y1n to e to
ve this 1II0ral nd
ter1al support, 'Without lI'hich I should h vs accOlD llshed
ch less over the past ten yeare
or 10. FrOlll ti
to time in the pa t, too, sc olara fro abroad
0 havs
profited fro the Corporat on' II
t~,
ireetl;y or indirectl,y,
ve ElXpre ed t!l ir appre ia ion to Tou and to
of the period of
i
c
at t
lnstitute wb ch the
nt has arforded. It 1rould be almo t
pos 1 le, too, to
• the
tiefaction a
ront
ic the 7ClW'lger
_be
of lohe s
r have
Ir
bur r Idence at the I titute
and. their active particl tio in it
ork. I
onvinced
t they-
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will return to th lr
institutions enric
revivified as tea ere. ::: hope that durin"
the ;Tant we c
e the verT best use ot
it oUe
th~ r. ~ty
r of he
Univer ity.

ed in scho. hip and
the rema1nin" ille ot
he opportunitie 1Ilrl.ch
titute and ot .inceton
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SEMINAR ON MODeRN mANCE

The Institute for Advanced Study
School of Historical Studies
Autumn Term - 1950

Members
J. P. T. Bury

Fellow of Corpus Christi College,
and University Lecturer in
History, Cambridge University.

Robert F. B,rrnes

Assistant Professor of History,
Rutgers University.

Richard D. Challener

Instructor in History, Princeton
University.

Jean-Jacques Chevallier

Professor in the Faculty of
Law and in the Institut d I Jttudes
Politiques, University of Paris.

Gilbert Chinard

Meredith Howland Pyne Professor
of French Literature (emeritus),
Princeton University.

Laing Gray Cowan

Assistant Professor of Government,
and dministrative Assistant
to the Director of the School of
International Affairs, Columbia
University.

Edward Mead Earle

Professor in the School of
Historical Studies, Institute
for Advanced study.

I.illiam t>benstein

Professor of Politics, ?rinceton
University.

Henry It. Ehrmann

Professor of Political Science,
University of Colorado.

Paul Farmer

Associate Professor of History,
University of '/isconsinj Social
Science Research Cour.cil Fellow,

t.dward f.. Fox

Assc~iate

Professor of History,
Cornell University.
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Jean Gottmann

Professor, Institut d'Etudes
Politiques, Ur~versity of Paris.

H. Stuart Hughes

Assistant Professor of History,
Harvard University.

George F. Kennan

Counselor{ Department of State
(on leave]

Joseph Kraft

Assistant, Institute for Advanced
Study.

Daniel Marx, Jr.

Professor of Economics, Dartmouth
College; Guggenheim Fellow.

David Thomson

Fellow of Sidney Sussex College,
and Universioy Lecturer in History,
Cambridge University.

Arnold J. Toynbee

Director of Studies, Royal Institute
of International Affairs; Research
Professor of International History
on the Sir Daniel Stevenson
Foundation, University of London.

Veronica Toynbee

Deputy Director of Studies, Royal
Institute of International Affairs

E. L. Yioodward

Fellow of horcester College, and
Professor of Modern History,
University of Oxford.

Gordon Wright

Associate Professor of History,
University of Oregon; Social
Science Research Council Fellow

Auditors
Claude Cellier

Procter Fellow, Graduate School,
Princeton University.

Ruth J. Dean

Professor of French language and
Literature, Mount Holyoke College

';dgar S. Furniss

Assista~t

Professor of Politics and
John i itherspoon Preceptor, Princeton
University
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- J A. L. Gabriel

Professor of Old French and History
of Mediaeval Education, University
of Notre Dame.

Theodore D. Lockwood

Procter Fellow, Graduate School,
Princeton University.

Graeme C. Moodie

Commonweal th FelloVT, Graduate School,
Princeton University.

Rooert R. Palmer

Professor of History, Princeton
University.

George Placzek

Member, School of Mathematics,
Institute for Advanced study.

J. R. Pole

Procter Fellow, Graduate School,
Princeton University.

Marshall H. Stone

Professor of Mathematics, University
of Chicago; Member, Institute for
Advanced Study, autumn term, 1950.

Visitors
Raymond Aron

Lecturer in the Institut d'ttudes
Politiques and in the £Cole Nationale
d'Administration, University of
Paris.

Gerald .d.ylmer

Procter Fellow, Graduate School,
Princeton University.

Percy 11. Bidwell

Director of Studies, Council on
Foreign Relati ons.

John B. Christopher

Assistant Professor of History,
University of Rochester.

Kenneth N. Douglas

Assistant Professor of French, Yale
University.

Jacques Freymond

Professor of International Relations,
University of Lausanne.

Christian Gauss

Dean Emeritus of the College and
Professor Emeritus of Modern Languages,
Princeton University.
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- 4Leo Gershoy

Professor of History, New York
University.

Felix Gilbert

Professor of History, Bryn
College.

Hans Kohn

Professor of History, College of
the City of New York.

David S. Landes

Junior Fellow, Harvard University.

Donald C. McKay

Professor of History and Chairman
of the Committee on Intemational
and Regional Studies, Harvard
University.

Jean Marx

Minister Plenipotentiary, Cultural
Relations Division, French Fore~n
Office (retired).

Charles A. Micaud

Associate Professor of Political
Science, University of Virginia.

Robert Oppenheimer

Director, Institute for Advanced
Study.

Saul K. Padover

Professor, New School for Bocial
Research.

Fr'lIlyois Puaux

Vice Consul General of France in
New York.

Roger Seydoux

Consul General of France in New Yorkj
formerly associate director of the
Division of Cultural Relations of
the French Foreign Office.

Joseph R. Strayer

Professor of History and Chainnan
of the Department of History,
Princeton University.

May~
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TIL INSTITUT3 FllR illV lli C.ill 5T'JDY

School of Historical Studies
Prin=eton, New Jersey
-Uropean

;:'Raymond

el1'bers of Semin<e' on !(adern "'ran ce
.utu:nn Term, 1'9)O-:5ITI""

on, Lecturer in the Institllt ci ''!'tudes ~olitiques and in tiE
Ecole National d'Admlnistration, University of Paris. Born
in Paris in 1905, L .\ran was ed'lcated at the £Cole Normale
Superieure and at the Faculty of ?hilos0ohy at the Jniversity
of Paris, from Vihich he recbived the deJree of Ilocteur es
Lettres in 1938. He has taught at the lycee at Le davre,
at the French acade T in Berlin, and at t'le universities of
To.uouse, Cologne, and 'aris. During the 'ar he joined
General DeGaulle I S Free Frerc:l movement am bec'lllle editor of
La France Libre, oublished in London.
,fter l.iberation he
becara a member of the editorial stal'f of Gambat and, later,
of F'igaro, for which he has "Tit ten principa ll~' on international affairs. til.s principal ooblicatior.; are: La
sociolo~ie ~11r~ande conte~'or'ine (1935); ~troduction a
ia philo so' hi- t:eTi'n.i.stoire (193')); L'age den empires et
l'avenir de 1a l"rance. (194F»; Le ~ranCf3C~ (194d).

J. 1'. T. Bury, Fellow of Corous Christi College, and University
Lecturer in History, Cambridge University. Now 42 years old,
• Bury was educated at ;.a.rlborough College and Corpus
Christi College, Cambridge. Juring the .ar, he nerved in
the ~l11istry of Su ply for about f iva years and J1 1945
became chief of thb rench section of the Research Department
of the Foreign Office. He has been secretary of the British
Committee of the International liistorical Congress and is
librarian of Cor,lUs Cnristi College. Now .mJaged in editing
Volume X of the neVi Cambrid:;" "odern :listory, his principal
principalublications are: Gamb...tta and the National Jefence
(1936) ard France, 1814-1940, (1949); he has contributed
chapters to Studies in \rIg10-lirench History, edited by
Alfred Coville and H. ·r.. V. Ternperley, and to ~'he Opening
of an Zra, 1848, edited by 1.". Fetjo. )Jr. Bury is a neohew
of J. B. Bury, historian of ancient Greece. He is married
and will be joined in Princeton by IJrs. Bury later in the
term.
Jean-Jacques Chevallier, professor in the Institut d'~tu1es politiques
and in the i·'aculty of Law of the University of Paris. In
1921, at the age of 21, he received his Licence en Droit at
the University of Paris; subsequently he was awarded doctoral
degrees in law ann in political science at tlJe same university.
Since his original alJpointmant to the facult;; of law at the
University of ;:'l!';S in ~925, ITcfessor Chevailier has taught
at the univ"r.. t,ies of Grenoble and Belgrade. During tiE war
he was captain of Upine infantry, 1939-1940, and later, in
1945, was a battalion commander in the Sixth [Am8l"ican-F'rench]
''; For part of th.; term only.
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Army Group commanded by General Jacob Devers: for these war
services he received the Croix de Guerre. Professor Chevalliea- 1 s
principal interest is th-J histor,y of political ideas. His
publications include: L'evolution de 1 'empire britannique
(1930); llirabeau: un grand destin manqu~ (194'r); Les grandl3s
oeuvres oolitiques de I~chiavel l nos jours (1949). He is
now com;>lcting a Vlor'C on the history of political ideas frOlll
91ato to our time. Professor Chevallier is married, but his
wife has not accCl'lpanied him to :.merica.
Jean Gottmann, 'iitre de Conferences, Institut d'~udes }olitiques,
University of Paris, and Charge de Recherches, Centre National
de la Recherche SciE.:ntifique. ,Uthough only 35 years old,
Dr. Gottmann is generally recognized as one 0 f the v!or ld I S
leading polit<,cal geographers. Trained at the Institute of
Geogra3Jy at L.le Sorbonne, Dr. Gottmann has made extensive
studies in eC'nomic and political geogra hy in .mope,
North .<.frica, th ~ eastern l:editcrranean, iD J the Caribbean.
Before the ,ar h~ was active in the Ccntl'e u; 1:tudes de
Politiquo £trangere, :in Paris. He left Vichy ITance in 1942
and was a menber of thl: Institute for ~.dvanc(;d study, 19421944. Dr. Gottmann renaer"d ,'artiJre services to the Board of
Economic "arfare an d the Foreign ";conomic Administration.
During the years 1944-1945 he was assistant professor and
associate ,Jrofessor of googra~hy at the Johns Hopkins
University. For a tim_ during 1946-1947 he was director of
studies and r~search, DepartlOOnt of Social ti'fairs, United
Nations, Lalm Success. He also has lectured at Princeton
and Columbia universities in the United Stat~s and at the
univcrsiti(.s of Brussels and Geneva abroad. During the autumn
of 1949 he VIas again a m"mber of the Institute for Advanced
Study at Princetm. Dr. Gottmann is the author of 1"s
Relatims GO'1lJllcrciales de la France (1942); 1a Federation
!'ran<;,aise (1945); L i"'i'iiiZriqu<3 (194;); A Geography of J>urope
(1950). His essay "Bug~aud, Galli ni, Lyautcy: Th" Sevelopment of French Colonial '.arfare" (Chapter X of ~"rs of
Modern strategy) is a valuable contributioo to recent military
history.
David Thomson, fellow of Sidney SUSS3X College, and University Lecturer
in History, COEoridge University.
fro Thomson obtained his
baccalaureat,~ degr",(l fran Cambridge.: in 1934--Vihen h", was 22
ye.:ars old-and his : h. D. desree i,n 1938. Although h" t"ach(lS
g~ncral cours~s in ~uropean history, his special int",rGst
has been Franc",. His book Democracy in France: The Third
Republic (1946) Vias iInmcdiately recognized as on" of the;
vc,r.l best books in its field. On a sJlOOwhat similar th~me
vias his Thc Democratic IdJal in Franc" and Britain (1940).
His latest Vlor,' iligland in the; ilin"tcJJth Cuntury will b"
publish0d in th~ very n(l;U' futur_. Dr. Thomson is th" 0ditor
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of Vol= AIl of the mw Cambrj.dg,} ',;od"rn History, d0aling
with the p~riod since 1900. Dr. Tho':1son is married and is
accompaniud by his vdIe.
J!:. L. \7oodvmrd, ~rofessor of ~'od3rn History and fellow of 1:orcestar
Collage, University of 0xford. Novr bO years old, Prof'Jssor
\;oodvrard is "ThO of the d3ans of British historians. He ",as
educated at th3 l.l"rchant, T~'lorls Sc~ool and Corpus Christi
Coll.:l ge, Oxford. Hkr S<2rviC8 in the British .;Xpcdition:lI'Y
Forces during the First World ',.ar, lli.. returned to Oxford
and has rcmflined there for the past thirty years. In 1944
Mr. Woodward was named as too first Montague Burton ?rof"ssor
of Intarnational Relations at Oxford. H0 r0signad in 1947
to accept a n2Vrly-creat~d 0rofessorship of modern history.
Prof3ssor ',/oodvrarcl was a memb0r of the Institute for .~dvanced
study during the first toM! of th3 acadanic year 1946-1947;
durine his residence at the Institute he participatod in the
bicentennial conf"rcnees cf Princclton University and r;::ceivod
from the University an honorary degr_~ of Doctor of L~tter3.
He is now ~ngagod in editing the British Diplomatic Docum..nts
on thu Origins of too S:lcond 1iorld ',iar, sev",r:J. vol un"s of
which alrt.ady haV() b,,0n published. He is 11 m(ffib"r of the
British \cademy and of the American Philosophic31 Socicty.
In a.,dition to his volum"s of diplomatic docum-.nts, Prof"ssor
Woodward has tJublished: Thr00 Studies in r.:urop0an Conservatism; \:ar and Peace in Ellrooo, 1815-1870; Groat Brit:rin
andtl10 German Navy; Th" Age of Rcform (Volum" XIII of th.:l
Ox. 'ord History of mglancl), and oth.r historical works, as
w"ll as Short ' JU1:nOY;-aii autobiography. Hrs. i:oodward vrill
accomoon~r hur husband t" the Unit"d stat~s.
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SE1!IN-l\R ON MODERN FRANCE

Institute for Advanced stuQy
Autumn 1950
THE FRENCH CRISIS 1918-1939
(Revised)

The committee charged with the preparation of this report
has understood its assignment as an initial attempt to isolate the
problems involved in the French crisis during the 1920s and the 1930s
and to indicate the character and scope of the French crisis in comparison with the problems of other

~uropean

countrie s in the same period

and with the problems of France before the First World War.

In this

report the committee has therefore undertaken (1) to define those
problems which involved France as well as other countries or the
whole of Europe during the 1920s and 1930s, and (2) to define those
problems which were in some sense peculiar to France.

In general,

it was agreed that those problems could be considered most conveniently under the headings of (1) internal economic and social,
(2) internal political and ideological and (3) international relations.
They are therefore presented in that order, each being subdivided
into two sections dealing (a) with the problem as it affected Europe
as a whole and (b) as a factor in the development of France.
1.

INTJP.NAL ECONO-aC ..\ND OOCIAL PROBLllIS

A.

Problems Widespread in Europe, which Affected France

1.

An intensified demand for social justice.

Throughout Europe after 1918 a demand, whose origin lies before 191L,
for the betterment of social conditions or what was increasingly
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- 2 termed social justice became more insistent.

In particular the

Russian Revolution raised new hopes which it was difficult for governments to ignore.

In ;;Urope as a whole this involved demands for an

amelioration of the condition of peasants as well as urban workingmen.
In France no large-scale movement developed during the 1920s and
1930s representing the interests of the peasant.

But the demand for

reform in the interest of the urban worker beca'!le more urgent.

It

did not issue in a social revolution nor even an abortive insurrection,
as happened in sane other countries.

Nevertheless, the discontent

of labor constituted a serious problem in the 1920s as well as after
the onset of the depression in the 1930s.
This situation was more serious in France in some respects
than in other countries because the French government had not introduced as effective a program of social legislation before the First
i,orld War as had, e.g., the British and German governments.

The

reasons for this French backwardness were many and complex.

Among

ohem was the relative slowness of industrial development in France,
which meant that France did not have as great national wealth before
1914 as had Britain and Germany nor even as much per capita as Belgium.
As a consequence France had fewer economic resources with which to
support a program of social reform.

Moreover, also, because of the

lesser degree of industrialization, the French proletariat comprised
a smaller part of the population and had less political power with
which to compel satisfaction of its social demands.

The French

propertied classes, on the one hand, showed much less readiness
than the British or tIE German to satisfy the demands of the labor
movement either as a matter of conscience or as insurance against
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- 3 movement either as a matter of conscience or as insurance against
social revolution.
After 1918 the French proletariat, which had borne a large
burden of the fighting and seen industry profit heavily from the fighting,
vigorously renewed its demand for social reform both through direct
negotiations and through social legislation.

One important result

was the law in 1919 limiting work to an eight-hour day without any
reduction of ,vages.

To expand the social program to an extent whi.ch

would involve a government subsidy Vias, however, hardly practical
at the time because of the heavy cost of the war.

Reparations, which

were to have covered the costs of reconstruction and the servicing
of the war debts, failed to materialize, while the industrial and
conmercial income of the ccuntry did not climb back to its prewar
level for some years and never increased sufficiently to meet the
increased national obligations.

Moreover, there was no indication

that the rural voters were prepared to support additional taxation
for the benefit of the urban proletariat.

Thus, VIi th the need for

reform increased and the resources of the nation reduced, it was
inevitable that the old cleavages on class lines would reopen and even
deepen and that each new problem of postwar adjustment and eventually
the economic depression would aggravate these cleavages which were a
basic weakness of the national social structure.
2.:. Costs of destruction during the First World War.
All countries which participated in the First World War had in its
aftermath to bear the costs of destruction during the war.

These

included the devastation of farmland, destruction Or damage to
factories, mines, dwellings, highways, railroads, and bridges, loss
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- 4of shipping, diminution of available manpovler, and pension charges.
Although estimattls are available of the money-damage sustained by
each of the belligerents, it is impossiblo to measure the degree
of economic and social dislocation sustained by each as a consequence
of the war.

It is clear, however, that no nation suffered more damage

than did France and probably none save Russia sustained nearly as
much.
In money-value, the French war losses have been estimated
at upwards of 10 milliards of francs

('~2

billion).

The damage in the>

form of destruction of capital installations (factories, mines, etc.)
was repaired rather quickly-largely within five years-and likewise
the production of coal, iron, and steel regained the prewar level
by 1924.

However, the loss of manpower, amounting to 2 million mun, 1

was a severe and lasting economic handicap to France.

It omtailed

a greater shrinkage in the area under cultivation than did the
devastation of farmland as a consequence of fighting and made necessary
a still greater dependence upon immigrant labor--Italian, Belgian,
Spanish, and Polish--to supplement the native labor force in industrial
as well as agricultural pursuits.

Besides the loss of manpower, the

economic cost of the war had a permanent consequence in the alteration
of the position of France in world-investment.

\lhereas before the

war France had had investments abroad to the value of 38 billion
francs, after the war she had a net indebtedness of 6 billion francs
(reckoned in francs of equal purchasing power).

However, it should

be noted that to some extent war destruction enabled France to build

1. 1,300,000 dead or missing and the rest permanently maimed.
Casualties were particularly heavy during the first few months of the war.
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-sa more modern economic plant, and there was a steady rise in overall
production figures between 1920 and 1930.

Modernization was partic-

ularly effective in the cotton spinning and weaving industries which
were concentrated in the Vosges, Meurthe-et-Moselle, and the Nord.
3.

The problem of restoring international trade.

France, like other countries, had to deal in the 1920s with the problem of restoring international trade after its disruption and partial
blockage during the First World War.

This problem became more acute

and in turn produced more pernicious consequences because its nature
and importance were not understood throughout the 1920s and into the
1930s.

After the First World War the United states became the principal

creditor nation.

International trade was thus complicated by the fact

that the country with the greatest purchasing povler and investment
potential was a country with an exportable surplus of agricultural
and industrial products and a system of inordinately high tariffs upon
imports.

One of the now obvious remedies for this situation--an

American loan program--was slow in coming because of American domestic
preoccupations and also because of the mistaken notion that Germany
could be made to pay.

After 1924 the Americans at last undertook a

loan program, but it was neither systematically organized nor judiciously administered.

For France the only possible recourse was a

severe currency devaluation, which would build up exports and reduce
the burden of interest and pension charges upon the national debt.
However, although these charges were reduced and a favorable balance
of trade restored by 1926, the devaluation caused strains on banking
and treasury operations, which in turn weakened the entire economic
system.
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4.

Social and economic effects of currency devaluation.

In France, as in most European countries, an expansion of currency had
been used to cover the inordinately high costs of war and reconstruction,
and the increase in business activity.

The reserve ratio at the

Banque de France fell from 70% in 1913 to roughly 10:' in 1924.

'ro

avoid the bankruptcy which might have resulted from the continued
fall in the gold price of the franc, a currency devaluation became
necessary, and the Poincare government in fact devalued the franc from

20 cents in gold to

4

cents in gold.

The purely economic results of this currency devaluation
were, in certain areas, offset by a concomitant inflation in prices.
Thus, though peasant debts were wiped out by the depreciation, and
though the price for agricultural products rose, this rise was more
than matched by the rise in costs.

Industrial labor suffered somewhat

since the general price index outran the wage level index.

But

industrial laborers who were debtors profited by the depreciation.
However, the price rise did not act as a direct counterpart to the
depreciation.

People on fixed incomes, and rentiers with non-liquid

holdings, suffered greatly, though they were not as thoroughly devastated as the German middle class.

Nor, owing to the conservative

banking tradition and the general tightness of credit, did France develop
the inflationary loan policy that led to industrial combination and
eventually to rationalizaticn and cartels in Germany.

In general,

however, it may be said that the larger business u!1its with extensive
borrovr.U1g facilities and insulation from the consumer were able to
take advantage of the widening spread between wage cost and selling
price to better their positions.
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- 'f There were, moreover, some social and political effects
of devaluation and inflation that transcended the economic results.
One effect was to embitter sufferers against the state and against the
economic system itself; such people were of course particularly susceptible to the fascist and canmunist argument.
the discontented inclined towards fascism.

In the middle class,

Thus, for example, the

Croix de Feu was composed largely of middle class veterans.

One of

the characteristics of the Croix de Feu, and of fascism in general,
has been the denigration of the modern economic system as a whole, the
refusal to think in its tenus, and a contempt for some of its symbols
such as urban society, money, and the Jew.

It is possible that the

disposition to regard the complex workings of the modern economy as
intrinsically iniquitous is partly a product of the bewildered helplessness engendered by the devaluation and infiation.

5.

The depression of the 1930s.

The world depression

01" th" 1930s, which involved all countries 1/i T,h the> possible exception

of Soviet Russia, assumed a special and, on the whole, less acute
manifestation in France.

A basic reason for tois was T,he relatively

well-balanced and self-contained

chara~ter

of the French econclliY•

.-u-,otrer was the devaluation of 1926, which made the fran" n.ther
heap in relation to OT,r.er currencies, so thaT, exporT,s continued
at a high level until hit by British devaluation in 1931 and Americ:m
in 1933.

AccordinglY the depression only began to affect France

seriously in 1933, by which time it had reached the trough elsewhere.
Since the French had a large number of small agricultural holdings, the
depression as measured in unemployment statistics was less severe in
France than elsewhere, for many urban workingmen were able to go back
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- 8 to the farm.

On the other hand, the depression was more strongly

affected by agricultural conditions in France than in some other
countries.

The good harvests of 1932, 1933, and 1934 produced a fall

in fann prices which worsened the impact of industrial and commercial
The harvests of 1936 and 1937 were short, on the other

depression.

hand, which contributed to an apparent economic recovery in 1936 and
A more substantial contribution \~s the devaluation of 1936,

1937.

when France went off the gold 3tandardj and in 1936-7 the labor reforms
of the Popular Front also brought about a llEasure of recovery in employment.

It bas been contended that devaluation, which was deferred partly

because of the fears engendered by t1'E earlier Poincare devaluation,
would have prOVided a much greater stimulus and done much to avert
a serious economic and political crisis i f it had been introduced throe
years sooner.

1

Yet the real problem, i f France were to maintain her

position as a leading military power and to support an increasing
expenditure upon social

~lClfare,

was the level of industrial production.

This problem was never solved, and fundamontally its nature vias not
such as to be capable of resolution simply by the timely application
of a monetary measure.

Despite an improvement in 1937, 1938 saw a

new drop in industrial output.
The failure of France to solve the problems of the depression
had important consequences inasmuch as it helped to make many frenchmen question the adequacy of their political institutions and some the
sufficiency of France's economic structure.

It likewise helped to pro-

duce a spirit of defeatism at a moment when Vlorld war impended.

1.

R. Aron speaking to the Seminar November 2, 1950.
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- 9 B.

Proble'lls which Affected France in Particular

1.

The problem

0

f developing large-scale economic operations. 2

Besides those social and economic problems which she faced along with
other countries, France had a major problem in the 1920s and 1930s, unlike Germany and Britain, of introducing large-scale, rationalized,
economic operations, and thereby improvil'.g productivity.

This involved

not only the modernization of the industrial plant, substituting machinemethods for artisan labor, but also the development of large, integrated units in agricultural and commercial enterprize.

Even in 1914

France had been noticeably behind Germany and Britain in the level of
economic efficiency, and, despite the postwar modernization of industry
in the devastat.ed areas, the problem became more serious in the 1920s
and 19305.
The causes and consequences of the French failure to develop
a consistently modern industrial plant are widely ramified and mutually
entangled.

A basic factor is that agriculture has continued to occupy

a large number of people in France, with a majority of these people
living on small, backward farms.

The prevalence of small peasant

ovmership has meant a general reliance upon cash rather than checks
as a medium of exchange.

This in turn has meant that it is easier to

levy excise taxes on widely-used products than to collect a direct
income tax.

The dependence of the government upon excise taxes has

2. These observations are made on the assumption that tr~ indefinite
increase of productiVity is a goal of ooderm society. Should thL
assumpticn bE; denied, they would have to be revised. In any case Tie
recognize that smallness is not necessarilyoa bad thing in itself.
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meant that in times of economic stress the government must resort to
borrowing to increase its revenue, thus raising questions as to the
possible exhaustion of public credit, and limiting the area of government fiscal operation.

Apart from contributing to weaken the structUI'e

of national finances, the large number of small peasant holdings has
acted to restrict the size of the domestic market for goods.
Another partial consequence of the prevalence of peasant
propietorship, and a definite element in the problem of developing
higher productivity, is the high incidence of the family firm in French
industry.

Since the family firmwhlch sometimes represents a conversion

of peasant savings into industrial holdings, and more often implies
an extension of peasant attitudes towards property, has persisted,
the French have not to any great extent developed the competitive
mentality and the drive for expansion which has resulted in the devising
of the elaborate corporate forms of capital formation so common in
England and Germany.
In France borrowing is often considered a sign of bad manage-

ment, and tre industrial unit is regarded as an individual interest
which should be allowed to survive rather than as a machine to be superseded.

In the absence of corporate structure, on the one hand, the

enterprizing industrialist who is not averse to borrowing finds it
difficult to secure funds necessary for continual readjustment to technological advance, and on the otrer hand, the investor continues in the
old tradition of pushing his capital D1to government bonds rather than
equities; as a result the state continues, in its old tradition, to take
a direct role in the stimulation of large industrial enterprize, while
private enterprize is characterized by a great number of small firms.
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The prevalence of small enterprizes has made it possible
for the French to specialize in the production of non-standardized
luxury goods, and this concentration in turn presents another obstacle
to the introduction of new methods, for in many cases the sentilllent of
artisanship

ar~

the preference of consumers counteract the demonstrable

efficiency of technological progress.
Further obstacles to modern industrialism are the scarcity
of coking-coal, and the small size of the French domestic market.

In

addition, monopolistic concentration in certain basic industries,
notably iron and steel, aluminum (bawd.te), and chemicals has led to
a stifling of competition which has resulted in a stagnation of technological advance and a check on production expansion.

On the other hand, the porsistence of small-scale economic
operations has also had some advantageous consequences for France.
Because industrialization has been impeded, a balance has been maintained
between urban and rural economies.

Hence France has remained nearly

self-sufficient in the production of foodstuffs, although some items-sugar, rice, and coffee--must be illlported.

Moreover, unemployment in

time of depression is less serious in France than elsewhere because
in time of economic crisis a large proportion of the industrial proletariat has other means of subsistence besides wages.

This was especially

important in the early 1930s.
2.

The problem of population.

In respect to population,

too, France has had a distinctive problem of some magnitude which had
social, economic, political, and military aspects.

The slow rate

of population grcrnh in Frarx:e since the early nineteenth century
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- 12 has perhaps been a factor in slowing dcwrn the rate of industrialization.

It has also put France at a disadvantage relative to Germany

in t.he number of men available for J:lilitary.service.

Moreover','"

because her population was already relatively small in 191.4, the impact
of the First World War upon population factors was especially acute for
France.

The relatively large number of casualties which France sustained

in the war seriously reduced the proportion of adult males in the whole

population, and the decline in the birth rate during the war years
further worsened the relative disadvantage of France in the overall
number of population.

As a consequence, during the 1920s and 1930s

France had to support its population with a relatively small number of
native adult males in the labor force.

This led to a greater dependence

upon large-ncale immigration--Italian, Spanish, Polish, and Belgian-- l
to augment the native labor force both in industry and agriculture.
During the inter-war period the presence of these immigrants apparently
did not produce any notable political problem.

However, the dependence

upon immigrant labor did mean that in the event of war, which would
interrupt immigration, France would feel its shortage of a native labor
force.

The seriousness of the population problem in other aspects also

had political importance during the 1930s, when the prospect of a new
war arose, for the French were aware that their population of military
age was even more inadequate, relative to the German, than in 191.4, and
that the consequences of another blood-letting would be even more
disastrous for France than before.

1.

About 2,300,000 immigrants settled in France during 1910-39.
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- 13 Concluding

SQ~ary

The solution of social questions, already deferred before
1914 for various reasons, was for the IWst part still further deferred
after the 1914-1918 war because of the impoverishment of the state
owing to the heavy cost of war and of postwar reconstruction, the change
in the balance of payments, and the failure to obtain reparations.

The

social cleavages to which these questions bore witness thus continued,
and in the la"e 1920s·and 1930s they were complicated and intensified
by a devaluation which hit the middle class with particular sever-

ity, and by the depression -which althcugh it came late was prolonged
partly perhaps owing to a widespread reluctance to face a further
deValuation.

Thus the main attempt to satisfy the demands for social

justice did not come until 1936 when tensions had been aggravated not
only by these economic factors but also by the political and international
developments with which we deal in the two following sections.

More-

over, compared with her great neighbors, Britain and Germany, France
fell still furtlEr behind in her relative position as an industrial
pOiier.

The fundamental handicaps of shortage of raw material and of a

shrinking native labor force were enhanced by the continued fidelity
to an eCCJ10mic structure characterized by the prevalence of small
farms and family firms, and by growing aversion to business risks which
hindered the modernization of France's industry and the increase of
her production.
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INTffiNAL POLITICAL AND IDEOLOOICAL PROBIAlS

A.

Problems Widespread in Europe, which Affected France

1.

A decline in the prestige of parliament and politics.

Throughout Europe in the period 1918-39 there was a lessening prestige
of parliament as a means of solving political problems.

This move-

ment was not simply the obverse of the rise of bolshevism and fascism.
In part it represented a disillusionment with liberalism based upon

such factors as the cumulative effect of the exposure of corruption
and inefficiency in parliamentary regimes and the inglorious record
of some of the new republics which were set up in 1918-19.

This move-

ment of opinion did not gain universal prevalence, of course.

Nor was

it new, for the antecedents of bolshevism lie before 1914 and an
authoritarian Rl.ght--both the remnant of the conservatism of the early
nineteenth century and the antecedents of the fascist movements of the
twentieth century--was in evidence before 1914.
There was perhaps also a growing doubt during the 1920s and
1930s as to the importance of politics.

Though the period saw intense

political debate in all countries, this perhaps conceals increasing
opinion that the basic questions are not matters of politics but rather-variously-of ·culture (e.g., "pure" art movements), or economics, or
simply military power.

The sense of the paramount importance of politics

which was so characteristic of the period of 1848--for both liberals
and conservatives--was still alive in 1918-19, but it was in decline
before 1940, not only in France but throughout Europe.

And so, whereas

before 1914 liberalism had been gaining electoral ground (although
acute observers were beginning to realize that it could no longer provide
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- 15 effective solutions to rising social problems), after 1918 the movements hostile to parliarnentarism surged ahead, and liberalism was forced
onto the <lefensive.
2.

Disillusionment as to principles basic to liberalism.

Much of what seemed a breakdown of French morale in the 19205 and
1930s--weariness, pessimism, disillusionment--was not a phenomenon of
France alone but was part of the general moral reaction of Europe in
the postwar period.

Throughout Europe there was a decline of belief in

progress and rationalism.

In part this was a response to the recurrence

of the barbarities and futilities of war, which seemed a refutation of
liberal assumptions as to the rationality of man and the perfectibility
of human institutions.

In part it was also the consequence of develop-

ments in intellectual history (e.g., Freud) which were independent of
the war.
3.

Inadequacies of political leadership.

Throughout

Europe after 1918--not just in France--there seemed to have been
a growing inadequacy of political leadership.

statesmen were unable

to solve their problems and attain their purposes, less successful than
had been their predecessors of the late nineteenth century.
were effective (e.g., Lenin), were not liberal.
clear.

Those who

The reasons are not

Perhaps the statesmen were no less capable than their predecessors

but their problems more difficult.

Perhaps the casualties of the First

"orld War--and the disruption of the careers of those men of promise
who survived the war--lowered t he level of available political personnel.
France especially lost a high proportion of men who would
have been in their fifties about 1935 and vfrold presumably have taken
position at that time among the leading political figures.

Perhaps
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Europe before 1914 did not afford adequate preparation--e.g., in
economics--for the men who had to make decisions in the world of the
1920s and 1930s.

Further, a notable phenomenon throughout Europe in the

1920s and 1930s is the partial or total overthrow of an old ruling class
and the rise to political power of men of quite another class.

This is

most obvious in the countries of central and eastern Europe but also
noticeable in lesser degree in western Europe.

Before 1914 politics

had been reserved to a rather small, distinct, and self-conscious class,
which enjoyed financial independence and had a sense of metier, whereas
after 1918 government was given over in part or whole to men who were
less experienced, whether or not less capable or less educated. However,
this phenomenon was less novel in France after 1918 than in other
countries.
4.

The impact of bolshevism.

The Soviet regime, product

of the first successful socialist revolution, did much to reinvigorate
revolutionary Marxism throughout Europe and thus to raise a problem
for liberal regimes.

In consequence of an evolution during the 1920s

and 1930s in the general orientation of bolshevik policy, the impact
of bOlshevism became especially severe after 1933, when the new Soviet
preoccupation in the field of foreign policy, which arose in response
to the threat of the fascist countries, Germany and Japan, vias translated by the Third International into the general tactics of the
United Front (alliance of "ocialists and Communists) and the Popular
h'ont (coalition between the working class and the lovler middle class).
These tactics were much more attractive to non-Communists than had
been the earlier, sectarian character of the bolshevist movement, and
were particularly effective in France.
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The impact of fascism.

Throughout Europe the example

of Italian fascism in the 1920s and of other fascist regimes in the
1930s reinvigorated the authoritarian Right, for the first time
affording a realizable alternative to parliamentarism.

France was

receptive to sane aspects of these fascist doctrines because a strong
anti-liberal conservatism had endured throughout the nineteenth century
and even before 1900 many of the ideas (chauvinsim, anti-semitism,
corporatism) characteristic of fascism, were already well known there.
B.

Problems Which Affected France in Particular
The epoch of the peace treaties of 1919-20 seemed to have

consecrated the triumph of parliamentarism throughout Europe.
throughout

~Urope

or broke dovm.

Yet

during the 1920s and 1930s parliamentarism weakened

The primacy of the executive tended, under one form or

another, to replace the primacy of the legislative.

This crisis occurred

in other cwntries as v/ell as in France, but in France it assumed
distinctive slfape.
1.

Chronic weaknesses in French parliamentarism. Parlia-

mentarism was better established in France after World \/ar I than in
most other continental countries.

But in France, unlike England, the

parliamentary regime had never been wholly accepted nor was it really
popular.

The Third Re,?ublic had attempted to broaden the base of the

Orleanist parliamentary tradition, which it had inherited, by incorporating
a number of democratic principles, including universal suffrage, in the
cmstitution.

Yet since 1875, the date the republican consti tutim was

adopted, a number of political crises, of which the most characteristic
and most serious was boulangisme, had developed.

From the outset, moreover,
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knew nothing of the two-party system (though it made use in practice of
a political system based upon two "tendencies"), by an excessive
ministerial instability.

Hovfever, we must remanber that the instability

of ministerial formations did not preclude a remarkable stability of
ministerial personnel, for the same persons often reappeared in successive
ministries.

"lAinistrables" of the first and secood rank made up a

recognizable category of political personnel, to which new additions were
made only slowly.

Moreover, political instability was counter-balanced

by adninistrative stability.

Throughout the successive regimes after

1814, the "administrative coostitution", which France owed to Bonaparte,
remained unchanged in its inner spirit.

And the powerful grands corps

de l'Etat (e.g., Conseil d'Etat and Inspection des Finances) played a
very important part in the governmental life of France under the Third
Republic.
2.

The impact of the financial problem.

During the 1920s

and 1930s, the old French parliamentarism, with its distinctive French
characteristics, seemed no longer able to respond to the new needs
of France.

An important factor in this new situation was the fi-

nancial problem, which reacted directly upon the political problem.
Thus the financial problem broke up the majority of the Left which
had issued fran the elections of 1924, even though eventually Poincare
achieved a provisional solution of the problem and succeeded in
temporarily strengthening the regime.

After the elections of 1932,

v*dch constituted a new victory of the Left, the financial problem
reappeared, more acute than before, as a consequence both of the
depression and of the victory of the Left itself.

Hithin a short time
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were not supported by the Socialists, who refused their participation
and even, in difficult moments, their support.

Ydthin thirteen months--

between the close of 1932, >7hen Herriot, the head of the majority, was
overthrown, and the crisis of 6 February 193h--six ministries succeeded
one another.

It was a massacre of ministries.

The same story was

repeated after the elections of 1936, which were a triumph for the
Left majority known as the Popular Front.
The first Blum ministry, under

~ocialist

direction with

Radical participation and Communist support, was at its outset assured
of an overwhelming majority (386 against 210).

Nevertheless, after that

ministry, which lasted a little more than a year (26 June 1937), there
occurred the progressive disruption of the Popular Front majority
under the pressure of the financial problem, to which was added the
pressure of foreign policy (the German rearmament of 1935, the sanctions
affair, the remilitarization of the Rhineland, the Spanish l:ar, Anschluss,
Munich).

Blum smashed against the mur d'argent; upon the refusal of

confidence by the holders of saVings, he devalued the franc.

This

devaluation was followed by a rise in prices, an insufficient rise in
pensions and wages, the hostility of the Senate, and the fall of Blum.
Thereafter until the outbreak of the war in 1939, there ensued two
Chautemps ministries, another Blum ministry, finally Daladier--but the
Daladier majority after November 30th was no longer a majority of the
Left, for the Socialists and Communists were counted against it.
was no longer a Popular Front.

There

Was there still a parliamentary regime?
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3.

Resort to decree-laws.

Perhaps, but it has a parlia-

mentarism modified Qy the empirical method of decree-laws, that is,
delegations of power by Parliament to the executive.

The decree-

laws of Dournergue, Laval, Daladier (three times) served as a means
of reinforcing the executive, necessary in )rder to deal with the
financial problem as well as the international problem of preparation
against the threat of war.
to that purpose.

It was not a ,-rholly satisfactory means

Yet all projects for the reform of parliarnentarisrn,

tending notably to introduce the two-party system (Tardieu, Reynaud)
or to bring the power of dissolution into operation (Doumergue),
broke down in the face of the tradition of ministerial instability
and multiple parties, all of which save the communist lacked internal
discipline.

4.

rhe impact of new ideologies.

Since the close of the

era of the Revolution and the Enpire in 1815, French politics had
been dominated by the cleavage between those who accepted the
Revolution and those who did not, among whom were numbered the majority
of politically active Catholics and the leaders of the Catholic
hierarchy.

In the course of too Third Republic, that division had

culminated in the Dreyfus affair.
put an end to it.

But the war of 1914 had seemed to

The patriots of the extreme Right--royalists of

the Action Franfaise or nationalists in the manner of Barres--had
poured forth their blood at the same time as too anti-militarist instituteurs and Catholic cures.

After 1918 anti-clericalism, as a form of

defense of the Republic and the Revolution against the anti-republican
and counter-revolutionary Church, had ceased to be a really live issue.
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The Radical-

Socialist Party, the champion of anti-clericalism, was obliged to change
its platform--it campaigned for peace and the League of Nations.

More-

over, everyone--even Rightists--acknowledged that France had been saved
during the war by a Jacobin, a violent partisan of the Revolution,
Georges Clemenceau.
During the 1930s, however, the strengthening of fascism
in Italy and the Nazi triumph in Germany revived the hopes and influenced

the plans of the authoritarian Right.
nn~8s~r-~;

Historic evolution did not

condemn authoritarian regimes, as the democrats had con-

tended, d!ld if men had been afraid after 1919 that

~Urope

vlOuld hecane

bolshevist, they could now hope that she VlCuld become fascist.
France, the c')unter-revolution gained fresh vigor.

In

Its new spirit Vlas

expressed root only in the Action Fran'iaise but also in some very influential and widely-read weeklies such as Candide, Gringoire, and Je Suis
Partout.

Foreign policy became the chief battleground between democrats

and anti-democrats, the anti-democrats or pro-fascists being against the
League of Nations, against

~ngland,

against the Little

~tente,

for

MUssolini and FranCo, although not generally for Hitler, because of the
traditional hostility of the Right toward Germany.
In the same way, other factors of European scale--the

strengthening of bolshevism in Russia, the economic crisis, the changed
attitude of Russia toward foreign policy, owing, as has been noted
above, to the growth of the fascist danger--encouraged the growth of
Stalinist communism among the French working classes and left-vling
intellectuals and even a small part of the lower middle class.

Adopting

a new and more attractive orientation in the period of the Popular Front,
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defe~ders

of

the Revolution of 1789-93, and of democratic France and laid claim to
the inheritance of the Jacobin and Boulangist traditions.

The alliance

with Soviet Russia against Hitlerite Germany was the sole means, so
they argued, to guarantee the defence of those traditions.

As a conse-

quence the Communists, .mo were losing ground before 1934, gained
considerably between 1934 and 1936.

They profited by this to spread

the idea among their followers that Stalin is alV/ayS 100% right--right
,men he wants France to rearm to resist Hitler (1935), right also when
he signs a non-aggression pact and virtual alliance \T.ith Hitler (August
1939).

Likewise Russian foreign policy was presented by the French

Conmunists as the only peace policy, all others being "imperialistic".
aut, by reaction, the Right groups tended to say that France must not
fight for stalin and that the real enemy was not Hitler but "the enemy
within"--communism and, by extension, democracy, because danocracy
necessarily leads to comr.:unism.

Munich marked the sharpest point in

tl".is split.
As a consequence of the fascist-communist cleavage, the old
political distinction between Paris and the provinces reappeared.
Paris--more exactly, the nationalist quarters of Paris--was antiparliamentary in sympathy, while the suburbs and working-class districts
were pro-conmunist.

The provinces remained loyal to parliamentarism

and continued to be under the influence of Radical-Socialist.

c('I""'~.ttp.es.

Another long-standing problem which gained new importance
as the political cleavages widened in the 1930s was the character of
French journalism.

Traditionally much of the French press was openly

partisan and more given to conment (which was naturally partisan comment)
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This circumstance perhaps helped to make

divergences of opinion still wider.

Moreover, the presse de grande

information, while making some pretense of objective reportage, was
subject to the influence of moneyed interests and pro-fascist groups.

An independent press, which might have served to lessen the cleavage on
partisan lines, found it difficult to gain a hearing.

On the other hand,

it is worth noting the courageous attitude of Kerillis in l'Epoque
and Bidault in L'Aube during the late 1930s.
Concluding Summary
In the 1920s the parliamentary regime of the Third Republic

continued to show the elements both of weakness and of strength which
had characterized it from the first.

While it. is not possible to measure

these exactly it seems clear that, in the 19305, its weaknesses were
aggravated as a result of the decline of leadership, the complexity of
financial and economic problans, the development of a threatening
foreign situation and the impact of foreign ideologies upon a society
in ylhich there existed the social cleavages mentioned earlier.

But it

cannot be said that the weaknesses of the French parliamentary system
were alone responsible for the eventual breakdown of the regime.
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PROBLcl.IS OF INT...RNATIONAL llliLATIONS
A.

Problems of Europe as a Whole
1.

Gennan aspirations for hegemogy.

The European scene

after 1870 was at first characterized by the armed hegemogy of
Germany on the mainland.

This led to an attempt to reconstruct the

balance of power, the division of the continent into two armed camps,
and the outbreak of war in 1914.

After 1918 the question of Germany's

place on the continent remained dominant.

It was the crucial issue

in tffi peace settlement and a major one in most international negotiations during the next fifteen years.

After the triumph of nazism

in 1933 and the acknowledged fact of German rearmament, it was more
•
than ever a central concern.
2.

New complications of European international relations.

The solution of the problem of the German position in furope was com-plicated in the 1920s and 1930s by new phenomena.
One of these was an emotional re"ction against the "old
diplomacy", based upon balance of power, and a belief that peace, which
was pbrhaps more widely than ever before regarded as the highest desideratum, must and could be preserved by other methods.

This reaction,

Yfhich varied in intensity and was sometimes accompanied by uneasiness

concerning responsibility for the 1914-18 war strengthened the hopes
placed on the League of Nations and contributed to the mystique of
collective security and the vogue of non-aggression and other pacts.
Another new complication was the emergence and isolation of
Communist Russia and the political and economic fragmentation of central
and eastern Europe into a number of small states, some new and almost
all more or less chauvinistic.

The exaltation of the principle of
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minorities, contributed both to a feeling of injustice and to demands
for treaty-revision on the part of the vanquished or of discontented
victors and added to the feeling of insecurity among powers whose
existence or existing frontiers depended upon recent treaties.
Yet another complication was due to the awareness of the
cost of the war in lives and .Iealth, whi ch led to a growth of pacifism
among those victors who had no further territorial ambitions or special
national grievances.

This coincided with the emergence and triumph

in Italy and elsewhere of an opposite attitude--an amoral aggressiveness which scorned international law and glorified force.
These new phenomena--as well as a want of capable statesmanship--led to the failure of collective security and of the attempts
to preserve the status quo.

~

1933 Europe was once again divided into

two armed camps--the "haves" and "have-nots" of popular jargon.

But

this time there was much less of a balance of power because the breakdown of collective security·entailed the collapse of the buttressing
system of alliances.
B.

Problems of France in Particular
1.

The problem of Franco-German relations.

llbile the

German problem was always a European problem because of the geographical
position of Germany and her size and political importance, it was a
problem of special importance for France, both because of France's
contiguity with Germany and because France was one of the main exemplars
of democracy on the continent.

The principal data of the question of

Franco-German relations were unchanged since 1871.

Since then France
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in industrial resources.

In 1914-18 her allies had made up for these

deficiencies, but after the victory of 1918 the problem was aggravated.
If sre could not at once achieve an enduring rapprochement-and this

was impracticable--then she must secure herself against a recrudescence
of German aggression.
On the assumption that Germany represented a continuing
danger, France's statesmen proposed to deal with the problem realistically by such means as (a) putting teeth into the League of Nations
by endowing i t with force, (b) an American and British guarantee of
the frontiers of France, and (c) the detachment and permanent occupation
of t he left bank of the Rhine.
2.

The dilemma of French diplomacy.

Her failure to obtain

these objectives through the peace settlement meant that although
France did not abandon all of trem, she was obliged to accept
second best and turn again to her traditional policy of alliances with
east iuropean states.

Just as from 1879-90 the one alliance system

in iurope was German, so from 1921-36 the one alliance system was
French.

This fact, particularly in tre 1920s, gave a false impression

of France I s strength, which led Great Britain to encourage German
recovery in order to restore her own traditional ideal of a balance
of power.

The impression was misleading, not only because of France's

internal weaknesses, but also because of the changes in the map of
eastern and central Europe and the isolation of a suspect Russia.
This me ant tha t France I s new eastern alliance system with Poland and
the Little

~tente

was more reminiscent of her seventeenth and eight-

teenth century associations with Sweden, Poland and Turkey than of
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She had to depend on a number of

relatively weak and at times mutually hostile powers, instead of one
supposedly

stro~

one.

Nevertheless, all these policies can be

regarded as realistic--she did the best she could in the circumstances.
Her insistence on full reparations was perhaps less
realistic as an act of international policy.

It irritated 3ngland,

whose support on the German question was in the long run more important
to France than that of her eastern allies.

Also i t probably made

impossible an eventual rapprochement between France and the Weimar
Republic.

But it arose from the needs for additicnal revenue in order

to meet the cost of postwar reconstruction, to pay off France's war
debts to her allies, and to satisfy the public feeling that reparations
were the victor's just due.
The formation of eastern alliances meant that the eastern

and western aspects of the German problem could not be treated
separately.
together.

Peace must be indivisible and the treaties stand or fall
Therefore, it was all the mord serious that Stresemann and

later Hitler refused to agree to an l!:astern Locarno and that Great
Britain also held aloof, for France was thus given warning that she
would stand alone in the defence of her eastern allies and that
Germany's evident intention to keep a free harxl in the East meant that
she might well be involved in a vrar which would arise, as in 1914,
fran sane incident in a rdllote part of the continent and not from an
attack on her ovm frontier.

The natural and logical conclusion was

for Russia to be brought into her alliance system.
was achieved by the Franco-Soviet pact of May 1935.

eventually this
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became increasingly handicapped by the working within France of some
of those general European phenomena which have been mentioned earlier
as canplicating the attempts to solve the German question.

Although

Soviet doctrine concerning Ylar as a political instrument and the
understandable dread of the Soviets felt by their immediate neighbors
(e.g., Poland and Rumania) might well have rendered such an aim beyond
the power of the ablest French diplomacy to achieve, the logical
diplomatic answer to the triumph of Nazism Vlould have been for France
to make every effort to turn har "system" into a grand alliance, in
which tre military help of rtussia r:ould ba assured by a military pact
and nould be coordinated yli th that of the otrer allies.

That French

statesmen failed to make this effort appears to have been due not so
much to its intrinsic difficulty as to continued British suspicions
of Russia and, far more, to internal dissensions 'vithin France.
These dissensions were related to the issues involved in the
rise of communism and fascism, which affected eveyY European country in
greater or lesser degree.

In France this did not lead to civil war, as

it did in Spain, but it produced a moral equivalent of civil war, which
from 1935 onwards extended into the realm of foreign policy.

The clear-

cut issues which Nazi im»erialism should have raised, were clouded by
ideological considerations of internal politics.

The patriotic roles

of the French Right and Left were reversed, France was made incapable
of taking a lead in foreign policy, and instead she was obliged to
follow in the wake of British policy, which was muddled for other reasons.
Thus in France there was no longer agreement as to the
objectives of foreign policY.

Fbr many of the French Right, the
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while for at least the communist leaders of the extreme Left, the
principal objective was likewise the safeguarding of something other
than a purely French national interest.
The practical consequences of these factors are to be seen
in, e.g., (a) the striking failure of France to react to German
reoccupation of the Rhineland in March 1936, (b) the consequent
weakeniP.g of her alliance system, which began with the Belgian declaraticn of neutrality in October 1936, (c) the sharper cleavage of French
opinion over the Spanish ~ar, (d) the strenuous opposition to any
reinforcement of the Franco-Soviet pact even after the formation of
the Rome-Berl in Axis in October 1936 had finally destroyed hopes of
maintaining the Stresa front, and (e) the abandonment of Czechoslovakia.
It is perhaps wrong to ascribe this weakening of French
foreign policy to the ideological quarrel alone.

Other factors must

be borne in mind, such as war-weariness, genuine pacifism, consciousness of the danographical and industrial inferiority of lorance, which
may have led to a fatalistic attitude.

It is possible, too, that the

series of setbacks and irritations such as were manifest in the failure
to obtain full reparations and to prevent German rearmament, the
friction over inter-allied war debts, and disappointment with British
policy (all of which seemed to show the hollowness of victory) may
have contributed to a cumulative sense of frustration and undermined
the self-confidence of France's political leaders.

On any reckoning

it must be conceded that there was a fatal lack of leadership at the
most critical moment.

It is hard to imagine a Poincare accepting the

Rhineland coup in 1936, when the General Staff was ready to mobilize.
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The failure of French military leadership.

It can be

argued that the formation of an eastern alliance system and Germany's
refusal of an &stern Locarno made it imperative that France should
have a military organization which would be capable of taking the
offensive on behalf of an ally who was attacked.

But a peculiarity

of the French positim was the growing reflection in France's military
organization of the general defensive mentality.

This appears to have

arisen in part from the discrediting of the advocates of the offensive
as a result of the costliness of the Nivelle campaign in 191.4-18 war
and from the legend of Verdun, which reinforced the traditional French
trust in fortifications and spread the belief that it was the strength
of these, together with the efficacy of the fire of the ne\7 French
artillery, that had proved the turning point of the war.

During the

1920s French military theory still showed considerable elasticity,
but once the Maginot Line had been constructed, it tended to ossify
around the conception that this was an impregnable bastion which vloo1d
enable France to wage war without stirring from fixed defensive positions.
France's inferiority in manpov;er and productive capacity may vmll have
provided sound arguments in favor of the viev, that she was ill-adapted
to sustain an offensive campaign.

But i f in spite of her commitments

to her allies she was right in concentrating upon this system of defense
there cwld be little military excuse for her not to extend it to the
sea, for the disastrous subordination of tanks (in vlhich she was
quantitatively i f not qualitatively as strong as Germany in 1939) to
infantry requirenents, for the neglect of the air force and for the
inculcation of a mentality which vias lacking in elan.
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- 31 Thus in the military as in the political sphere, France
suffered from a lack of imaginative leadership.

In spi te of the known

facts that Germany and Russia were thinking of the next war in quite
different terms, and in spite of the importance attached there and
elsewhere to the air arm as a force which could operate independently,
her General Staff continued to envisage the next war in terms of a
modernized Verdun.
Concluding Summary
After 1918 security against a recurrence of German aggression
was more t han ever France I s chief diplomatic and military preoccupation.
Her best hope of ensuring it was disawointed at the outset by the
refusal of the United States and Great Britain to provide the necessary
guarantees; and her subsequent reliance upon an eastern alliance system
was an inadequate substitute in view of the altered balance of power
in eastern Europe and the impossibility of reconciling the interests
of Russia with those of the Little Entente.

France's military pre-

occupaticn with the problem of security was symbolized by the Maginot
Line, but this helped to engender a purely defensive mentality inconsistent wi til the maintenance of a system of alliances which might
logically require offensive action for the assistance of an ally who
was attacked.

Furthermore, in the 1930s France's capacity to take

the initiative in meeting the growing German menace was handicapped
by the intensification of the economic and political weaknesses
mentioned in the previous sections.

Her military position was also

impaired by the neglect of the air force and the subordination of
tanks to infantry requirements.

During this inter-war period it was
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- 32 in a sense France's misfortune to be the victim of her own victory
in 1918; for this gave her an illusory appearance of strength which
made Ji:ngland less inclined to give her effective support until the
German danger once again became acute while it was the growth of this
danger and France I s apparent wealmess in face of it which led to loss
of confidence on the part of her eastern allies and to the virtual
breakdovm of the alliance system which had been an essential part
of her endeavor to resolve the problem of security.

At the same

time, awareness of the deterioration of France's international position
strengthened the reluctance of the ordinary Frenchman to be involved
in any kind of war.
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1.

CONCLUSIONS

France shared in the 1920s and 1930s in what was a

general crisis of western J!:uropean liberalism.

"hat there were of

unsolved problems in liberalism before 1914, what new stresses arose
as a consequence of the First World War and the depression, affected
France as well as other countries.

Moreover, in many respects in

which all of Europe encountered problems during the 1920s and 1930s,
France suffered more acutely because the new problems compounded
long-standing political and economic problems peculiar to France, such
as a relative backwardness in the development of rationalized and
modernized methods of industrial production, agriculture, and commerce,
and a sharp social and political cleavage between Right and Left.
2.
p~nomenon

The French crisis in this period was a highly complex

and it is not possible to isolate any single factor--e.g.,

financial policy, or political instability, or economic backwardness-as being its sole or primary cause.
3.

It is difficult to establish a sound comparison between

France and other countries, although it is virtually inevitable to
make such a comparison in order to establish some approximate measure
of the magnitude of the problems which France faced and the degree
of success which she attained in her attempts to solve them.

In some

respects it l10uld be sounder to compare France with Spain or Italy
than with Britain or Germany, because for various reasons France was
at an unavoidable disadvantage compared with Britain and Germany.
On the other hand, in some respects France was better off than other

countries in this period:

(a) France had a long-established republican
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- 34 government, having known no revolution or even serious insurrection
since 1871.

This was not true of Spain, Portugal, Germany, Austria,

Hungary, Russia, Poland, or the Balkan countries; (b) France had a
stable and bal;mced economy.

She did not depend to a critical degree

upon either the importation or the exportation of agricultural or
industrial products.

Moreover, she did not have to cope with any

rapid eCO'lomic process, e.g., an increase of urbanism or decline of
agriculture; (c) France was a victor in 1918.

The victory was perhaps

Pyrrhic, but it was probably better than a defeat such as Germany or
Russia suffered; (d) France had no problem of (French) irredentism and
no serious problem of natimal minorities, Yihile the problem of colonial
nationalism did not become serials for France, as it did for Britain,
during the 1920s and 1930s.

4.

That France should decline as a >Torld power sometime

after 1918 was probably inevitable.

Since 1870 despite her defeat France

had gained a new colonial empire and IBd held equal diplomatic rank wi th
Britain, Germany and Russia.

Yet without the fact being fully recog-

nized she had been suffering a relative decline in population and the
basic resources of industrial power which was closely connected
(especially after 1918) with a lack of willingness to utilize to the
full what resources she had.

For this reason France was more than

ever dependent upon external support.

But in too altered balance of

world power she was unable to obtain the assured assistance of the
strongest states and had to make do with an alliance system which was
inadequate although it coni'ormed to a traditional pattern.

Hence in a

sense the historical problem was not how fast France would decline
(fail to resolve its crisis) but how rapidly Germany would reemerge
as the dominant force in Europe.

•
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SEMINAR ON

ODERN FRANCE

Institute for Advanced Study
Autumn 1950
THE FREllCH CRISIS 1940-1950
(Revised)

Introduction:
The development of France during the decade 1940-1950 appears
to have been less different from the general development of TIestern
Europe than it was during the decades 1919-1939.

The collapse of

France and its special consequences so much merged into the World War
and its aftermath, that there are few important problems of the
Fourth Republic which can be said to be uniquely French.
We have,therefore, decided that it is more helpful to deal
primarily with the problems of France under the Fourth Republic.

lie

have referred to events before 1945 only in order to indicate the
roots of present-day issues.

We have considered comparisons with

the rest of Uestern Europe in the course of analyzing each problem,
and a balance-sheet of comparisons is drawn up at the end.
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- 3 A.

INTEill'AL "C(,N0MIC AND SOCIAL PROBLd.S OF THE FOURTH itill'UBi.IC
1.

1.

POPULATION PROBLihlS

Improvements in the demographic situation
(i)

In 1945, for the first time since 1935, there was an excess
of births over deaths.

(ii)

The irx:rease of the birth-rate will shortly have made up for
the human losses sustained as a result of war and of German
'demographic' policies in France.

(iii) France has now slightly exceeded her maximum pre-war population
(41. 9 millions now).
II.

Continuing demographic problems

(il

The relative demographic position of France in Europe and in
the world continues, nevertheless, to decline.

(ii)

The birth-rate is still inferior to that of a great number
of other European countries (Italy, Spain, Holland, Norway,
Denmark, etc.).

(iii) The gap between what has been described by some writers as
the 'optimum' population for the best exploitation of France's
economic resources (60 to 70 millions) and the present
situation remains great and unbridgeable, even by massive
immigration (see Sect. • III below).
(iv)

The increase of the birth-rate and the decline of the deathrate have made the proportion between productive adults and
the non-working population still more unfavorable (5 to 3,
expected to becane 5 to 4). This is a common European problem;
but only in France has the total labor force declined sharply
during the last two decades. (21.4 millions in 1926; 19·6
millions in 1948, though this represents 1 million more than
in 1938.) Demographic difficulties are aggravated by a disproportionately high employment in 'non-essential jobs'.

(v)

The concentration of the population around Paris and a few
other centers, the depopulation of entire regions and their
economic and intellectual stultification, lead to the absence
of a vigorous regionalism - a problem both of demography and
of investment. Fluidity of movement is further hampered by
the housing shortage (see Sect. A. 2 (vi) J.
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III.

Due to social condit ions (housi'll and hygiene of lower urban
and rural classes), infant mortality remains much higher than
in many other countries (55 per 1000, as compared with 43 in
the United Kingdom and 38 in Switzerland). Since these figures
express national averages, data for the underprivileged classes
·/fould show a much higher mortality of infants. Such a situation
adds to class resentment and increases feelings that the class
structure is incorrigibly rigid.

Imreigration problems
(i)

The Monnet Plan foresaw 650,000 immigrants by 1950, which
in the main could only have made up for the loss of manpower during the war.

(ii)

The Italian-French agreements
influx of 200,000.

plan~ed

for an almost immediate

(iii) Actual figures have remained far below these expectations,
because:
(a) The majority of immigrants are now illiterate or at
least unskilled North Africans. lihile in general there
has been fair success in assimil?ting ';uropean ethnical
groups, immigrants from North ACica - both for ethnical
reasons and because of their Moslem religion - have so
far not been assimilated to any great extent.
(b) A high percentage of German prisoners-of-war stayed on.
If German production effort further increases, it is not
impossible that many of thcm ~~ll seek repatriation.
(c) By now the im.'lligration of Italians (the most promising
reservoir of man-povier) has all but stopped because of
bureaucratic and psychological difficulties on both
sides. This is not a hopeful beginning for the "coordination of economic :policies with other Powers"
(see Sect. C. III below).
(iv)

On the deficit side there is an emigration of French citizens
to over-seas possessions and foreign countries. While
numerically this movement is not important, qualitatively
the emigrants often represent much needed technical and
professional skills.

The population trends here recorded make it obvious that in spite of
sana favorable developments, France is far fran obtaining the manpower
it neuds for a desirable development of her economic resources and for a
well balanced population.

For the present France has, over such countries
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- 5 as Italy and \i"estbrn Germany, the advantage of not being plagued by unemployment and the ensuing social ccnflicts.
2.
1.

TH" DESIM FOR SOCIAL WELFAHE

The quest for social welfare has various roots (many involving the
desire for 'social justice' and 'social security'.
(i)

The uncertainties and sacrifices of the period of war and
occupation.

(ii)

Demographic stagnation, especially the relative and the
absolute increases of the old-age groups.

(iii) An economy in which the delayin~ of modernization of industry
and the ensuing 'industrial lag' behind other countries of
Western Europe has bred in producers, on evury level and in
every field, a habit of relying on the State for guaranteeing
'social welfare' by government intervention (subsidies,
protective legislation, etc.),

II.

(iv)

The strictly regulatory system of a W~ economy to which France
was submitted after 1939, and which w_s relaxed only some
eight years later, has further strengthened such habits.

(v)

Consequences of the post-war inflationary period: a greatly
diminished national income and, immediately after the War,
a proportionately greater decrease of goods available for
consumption. The quest for social welfare finds expression
in the desire to see the available wealth distributed in as
equitable a fashion as possible through a comprehensive system
of social security.

(Vi)

Ideologically the capitalist system has been traditionally under
two-fold attack, both sides emphasizing the need for a greater
amount of social security: the Marxist criticism of the
injustices and inegalitarian aspects of capitalism, and the
aspirations of social Catholicism, also trying to hold out the
promise of greater security for the individual.

Some consequences of the desire for social welfare
(i)

Because of the special demographic problems of France its
present social security system puts its main emphasis on the
problem of the family and of old age, while e.g. the British
system is predominantly concerned with unemployment and
sickness benefits. The neglect of unemployment insurance in
the French systen has been criticised by various groups,
among others, the employers.
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(ii)

The total annual investment in social security is enormous
(277 billion francs in 1947) as compared with the national
income (2,500 billion).

(iii) The calculation of social-security contributions in percentages
of wages and salaries (approximately a total of 36,.), and the
passing-on of much of the employer I s share of this burden in
the form of higher prices, result in increasing the tendency
towards inflation.
(iv)

The extension of the scheme for social security to the entire
active population, and the attempt to compel people outside
the wage-earning and salary-earning groups to contribute, has
not so far proved successful. A consequence of this attempt
has been resentment on the part of these groups against the
whole social security system.

(v)

There has been an extreme bureaucrat':'zation of the system
through the Social-Security Boards '\Jministered by the trade
unions. The strong hold which the ~ .)lJ'JIlunist Party and the
C.G.T. still have over the system increases further the resentment of the white-collar class, and the middle class and
managerial groups, against it. It is called "The Monster",
and is regarded as making a political issue out of social
security. This is different from Great Britain, where the
scheme in general is no longer a live political issue and
initial difficulties are regarded as 'growing pains I .

(vi)

There is the special problem of housing and of the building
industry in France. The desire for 'security of habitation' i.e. guaranteed tenure of premises at virtually frozen rents leads in the long run to the opposite of social welfare, for
houses tend to fall into disrepair, etc.; there is little
investment in new buildings; overcrowding for the younger
generation leads to social frustration, infano mortality, etc.
There are signs, however, that recent changes in the law which
permit the limited increasing of rents are attracting nffiV
investment, and there is greater facility of credit for new
building. Credit for housing is now made available fran the
Counter-part Fund, under Marshall Aid. But the nature of the
new arrangements leaves it an open question what effects it '7ill
have on low-cost housing.

(vii) In Britain, between 1947 and 1949, the investment in housing
amounted to more than 1300 million. By the end of 1948,
426,000 new permanent houses were completed in Great Britain.
In March, 1950, only 83,000 housing units had been completed
in France. Until recently there was hardly any investment of
the sort in France. This is partly because high priority had
to be given to industrial building, and to the reconstruction
of roads bridges, etc., in post-war France.
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SIrti.'C'1URL tGFL1RMS

There ha", been a great deal of chsngb, structural and otherViise,
il, the J:.uropear. economy as a result of the Vlar.

of course, in Central and Eastern l!.'urope.

The mos.

strlki.n~

occvrred,

But there was more than evolution

il, ,jestern Europe; and France, with her better balanced economy (balanced

as industry versus agriculture and as foreign trad~ versus domestic economy)
may seem to have come out of it with fewer changes.

However, the 1940-45

period Vias one of active and anguished self-exarninatior..

No other .:!.uropean

?ower experienced during that period a deeper moral crisis as a result of
the crllShing brutality of the awakening:

after having been for several

cen.uries one of the leading Povfers in Europe and in the world, France i
found ;JUt suddenly, after the collapse of May-June 1940, that it had hardly
opposed more resistance in modern military operations than many small Povrers
who never had such pretences.

The Vichy period was one of araent self-

oriticism, and many questions were raised as to the necessity of reshaping
the French econoIllc and social structure to modernize it and make it able

te hold if not one of the foremost, at least a decent, rank in the present
world.

Changes that ensued since 1944 were greater than would appear

VI)

the surface.
I.

There was a deep distrust of the old economic system and of the
abilit of the old olitical ersonnel to solve economic roblems.
The onseil National de la Resistance prepared, in March 194 , a program calling "or deep and drastic reforms. The old systen: was
considered socially unjust, practically weakening, politically undesirable. Durir.g the years 1945-49 the faith in the new, planned or
controlled economic system, was again greatly weakened. There is
today a deep distrust of both a free and a strictly planned economy,
and a sort of belief in 'opportunistic planniJl.g I on a very high level
only. N8VI cadres are, however, being educated, with greater competence
in eaonomic theory and practice.
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II.

A number of structural reforms were carried out through new laws
or Government planning.
(i)

Naticnalization of many industries (main collieries, power
and gas, big banks, insurance companies, main transportation
ccmpanies other than railroads nationalized in 1935, some
mechanical works, etc.).

(ii)

Planning of State financial and monetary policy by a central
consultative assembly, specialized and endowed with some powers
for direct action through regulation of credit, the Conseil
National du Credit. This new institution was established to
regulate credit and organize the banking professions according
to the Law of December 2, 1945. The Conseil is presided by
a cabinet mem er, and its vice-chairman is the Governor of
the Banque de France, ex officio. There are 38 members of this
assembly: 10 of them, appoiIited by the Goverrnnent, represent
the Confederation generale de l'Agriculture (the farmers' union),
the agricultural cooperative organization, the consumers'
cooperatives, the producers' cooperatives, the chambers of
commerce and the artisans' associations; seven other members
are nominated by the large labor unions but four of them must
represent directly the personnel of the banking profession;
then there are seven representatives of the different Ministries
concerned with economic policy problems, seven representatives
of the banks and stock exchange, seven heads of the other
official credit institutions (Credit Foncier, Credit Agricole,
Caisse des Depots et Consignations, etc.). Thus consumers as
well as managers of credit meet on this Conseil to advise the
Government on credit policy.

(iii) Expansion of the social security system which was based on the
principle of re-distribution in order to make it more democratic
and make everybody feel that he had a direct vested interest
in the future of the nation (as his returns later from such a
social security would depend on the national income of future
years) .
(iv)

Creation of a Haut Commissariat au Plan (de Modernization et
d'Equipement) usually known as the Monnet Plan, although
the principle was adopted long before M. Monnet was put in
charge of the first five year program and endeavored to
develop production more rapidly than the ccntrolling interests
usually wished for.

(v)

Increased gCllTernment intervention, through either rationing,
licensing and priorities, or through a subsidy system, into
a greater number of economic activities.

(vi)

Several attempts to create economic regions de-centralized
from Paris (the political attempt of the Commissaires Regionaux
in 1944-45, the Inspecteurs Generaux de l'Economie nationale
in 1945-47, the new plans being discussed of an 'amenagement
du territoire' in the sense of re-organizing the economic and
perhaps the po+itical administration).
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III.

Degree of success. Tne structural re:'orlLS did not aC···ays achieve
their aim: regional .lanning as yet has rather failed to decentralize, ,vith the possible exception, s~ill very your.g, of the
Lower Rhone Project; economic planning was done mostly "h.nugh cl
!.lonnet Plan and weakened with the improv~ment of the situation in
production and foreign currency (the 3cr.UJIlan ?lan opens some ne.:
horizons). Perhaps the Conseil .~tional du Credit is s~ill the
mos" efficient planning agency. Many nationalizations ore being
cri ticized and sane of then did not ,cork better "ha'l the private:
corpora"ion. Finally, the results of "hese reforos have not =hanged
ouch the pro?ortion of wages and salaries in the national income
from 1938 to 1948.
Hcmever, the s tabili "y of these statistic s should not induce
one ~nto error. The standard of living of the farming population has
certainly been improved, vlhich is a Widespread European fact, but
this increase in consumption on the farms does not show much in the
statistics of agricultural production and, therefore, on the "atal
figures of national income. In addition, the commercial, retail
trades did multiply. Some conservative estimates quote the figure
of one million shopkeepers in 1940 and 1.5 million in 1950. In
fact, all the profession of the commercial ll1termediairies, difficult to survey statistically, increased vdth the general economic
evolution, and it is perhaps a modernization of the French economic
system. But both the rural and the commercial sectors are those
vmere tax-evasion is the easiest. and the most frequent, and where
figures of income are the most Wlcertain. It may therefore be argued
that if the proportion of wages and salaries in the national income
did no" increase accordin& to the cfficial indices, it did drop in
reality. Such a trend could only mean. that in the alternation of
inflationary and deflationary trends that France has lmovm since
1944, the sacrificed part of the population was the salaried one,
especially urban labor. It is no"eworthy that the Socialist Party
has los" most 01 its pre-war follovdng among the small shopkeepers:
this section of the population no longer feels much solidarity with
labor, and does not lvish for etatism. Although these trends may
no" resul" from any official reform, tr.ey constitute a structural
change.

IV.

Changes in "he distribution of economic Dower
(i)

There is increased importance and independence of the managerial
group (popularity of Burnham I s ideas),

(ti)

About 10% of the national income is redistributed through "he
social security channels, W1der control of administrative
and political authorities which are little subservient to
capital (see Sect. A. 2. II ~bove).

(iii) Increased importance of hoardings in gold and foreign currencies
rather "~dely spread throughout the population, espe~ially
after the occupation period which made illegal dealL'.:;s
particularly fruitful and 'patriotic', It may be estimated,
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- 10 by taki.nl!:: a ccnllcrvative est1.llate, that there are prob•• ly
sane fou.r million hearders. tlu.s aecn0lll1e Cgrca CllA be ~
ulated througll credit pre6sure. By manipulating the pri.ce oJ
geld or e-ren bllltldng credit, 01' both at the l!l&l\ll! t me, tble
~:Lltl'at1on bas 1IIU0h more impaot on the I'lational aCCXlolllf"
A. 4ittlat1.CIlSl'Y potlq liJikad to
J.ol',-erina or too price ot
geld (56 ~ .1arer'e addA1.t:rale10Q of t1:aanees at the
bl!gjnni1\g tit 1948) can bring a llllabU1z.at:Lon of llr:>llt p1'icas and

the lowerinc

of SOme.

In g&leul, tbsre are a great lilaIIY clwt&". and t1'blra 14 an 1nereassd
6ynaIli8!ll in economic

utter. titbt1ng the Clld COliservatism (e.g. belle!

in !lIIall units of prodUction and in the daneus of 'bigaen I) and
'lIal~i&lU.6llI'

(i.e. l:i.mitation of production and alao strict control by

tbo Bldst-1ng Qrl1aJ1isation of pro<hlcers of the dOlIIestic market).

4.
I.

t~IONS ~

VAl'UOUS .,;CONOlHC AN)) sacUL GROUPS

194$ !ll sod Q"9\'P!!. ven 'tot.e most rivile~ed ve
consJ. e d t
elves Ullfortunatc lI'Ialheureux
e it is impossible
to give aJVt,hing lilte a eanprehensive ~la.nat.ion of this phenoJll8oon,
the following factors are c<J'lBidered to have played a particularly
important rolo.since liberation:

ASine",

(i)

The almost co~plete statistical 'black-out' (e.g. of wages,
price. and pr"fits) conceals fro," everyone his pla~" in the
balance-she.:Jt of natimal ccooomic life. Th accentuated
concern for secrecy of the individual and of TL group still
adL.Is to the difficulty of obtaining a genera:i. n<cw of tha
social and econO!llic picture.

(11)

Certain forTllS of social-security eontributions (see Sect. J..
2. II above) and of subsidies have veiled the true situaUon
.till flJrther.

(iii) The traditi<J'lal French system of taxation has not bean thoroughly
overhauled. This lack of modernization of the tax system is
but another expressicn of the antiquatad economic system of France.
Society and Government arc therefore d~prived of a modern
technique for making measures of social justice transparent
and understood. (Contrast British i.conomic Iihite Paper: a
comparison with Great Britain shews th~t in general the French
Goverrun"nt is not . rticularly 3"1", b Gxplaining its case to
he pub~ic at large.)
(iv)

~sides these relatively recent
certain traits in what might be
charact<cr" which are opposed to
to boast of. A comparison with

causes, there appear to be
called the French "natimal
considering prosperity a thing
predominantly Protestant
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countries suggests that Catholic traditions have established
a disdain for a conspicuous show of "good luck". On the other
hand also, the "pure" radical doctrine of an 'Alain' with its
emphasis on equality, exercises an influence in the same
direction.

n.

Group animosities and their roots. The uncertainty of every group
about its position, combined with knowledge of inequities in the
taxation system, raises in each group animosities against every
other, and a desire for mare effective organization of its own
strength.

(i)

Employers versus Labor - Labor started, after liberation, with
a strong disciplined organization and a big advantage over the
discredited far ces of employers. This induced employers to
adopt a particularly rigid policy (especially as compared with
employers' organizations in the Anglo-saxon countries). As
long as wages and general working conditions were exclusively
state-controlled, employers and labor found themselves, to a
certain extent, united against the Goverp.ment. The gradual
relaxation of price controls left wages, especially of the
half-skilled and unskilled labor group, dangerously low.
Ever since, in an effort to abandon the discredited dirigisme,
collective bargaining has been restored, labor and employers
have clashed read-on, with, as a consequence, a dangerous new
decline in labor productiVity.

(ii)

Labor versus Labor - consequence of the 'colonization' of the
C.G.T.-affiliated unions by the Communists, and of the
dramatic decline of the Socialists since liberation. The ··manifold splits are particularly a handicap for the working of
the new comprehensive social legislation Vfhich was based on
the assumption of unified labor representation. (See Sect. A.
2. II above.) This is an especially French phenomenon, for in
Italy, the only other European country with a strong Communist
labor mOlTement, social legislation is much less important.

(iii) Labor versus Farmer - duri~ the pelS t-liberation period, characterized by a continuing black market, the cntagonism between
urban and rural population grew. As long as Communist influence
was particularly strong among the farmers, the Party, by its
propaganda, was in a position somewhat to instigate the workerfarmer resentment. (See also Sect. A. 2 above.)
(iv)

Submanagerial groups (e.g. higher technicians) versus Labor After shortlived interest of the 'submanagerial groups in leftwing movements and programs (Resistance Council Program of 1944),
conflict arose in many concerns and over many problems. Attempts
to establish a strong C.G.T. - affiliated union movement of
the technicians and professional workers - failed, because of the
'colonization' of the C.G.T. and because of Communist methods.
The fairly strong Confederation des Cadres is all but hostile
to the workers' union movemen t. On the plant level, the
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ins"ti tution of the "i'lant COllllIi"tt0es", originally devised to
".eld the ,;age and salary earners closer together, has resulted
in acerbation and recriminations.

III.

(v)

Wage-earners versus the middle-men, merchants and farmers There are special tensions betvleen wage-earners and salaryearners (such as the lower civil servants), and retail traders,
fa=ers, etc.

(vi)

Big business versus small business - Because of the peculiariti ..."
of French industry and trade, 'lith its conti lllliag im['vl-t-ance of
small units, conflicts between big and small interests are
traditional. Conflicts have somewhat abated since the \lar,
because of the more efficient orgm1ization vmich unites all
French employers in the National Council of Frenc'1 Employers
(C.N.P.F.). (See above Sect. A. II. (i).)

Consequences of these social tensions
(i)

Political - out of these antagonisms arises D1creasing political
polarization (See Sect. B. 2, 3 and 4 below). All of the tensions
mentioned are still deepened by the fact that in most of the
groups another historical memory has not been overcome - that
of resentment against anybo~' connected with Vichy or collaboration (cf. recent debates in the National Assembly about the
amnesty) •

(ii)

Civic - with every social group and class "tending to be selfcentered and to concentrate on its own interests and miseries,
the senti.l'lent de la chose publique declilles furth,"r. The
emergence of powerful interest grolps, vlhich had started long
ago but is now continuously accer.tuated, further agGravates
the situation, Clspecially because of the weak partj system.
(See belaYf, Sect. B. 2, 3.) It is characteristic that, although
after liberation there was a great aeal of "sYlearing" against
the corporate State of Vichy, many features of a corpora"te State
are present in the FOlrth Republic.

(iii) This lack of I civis!"e' has becOl!le a greater problem than before
the war, because:
(a) Frenchmen are more painfully alfarCl
this respect since the collapse of
lived hopes of the Resistance days
helped to produce gruater national

of tneir shortcomings in
1940, and the shortwhich temporarily
cohesion.

(b) Lxamplcs of greater 'civismc' hav~ been given by ether
i esterr. "'uropeaJ. countries laboring undClr great economic
ani social dif~iculties (e.g. 'austerity' in Britain,
and recovery of Germany).
?erhaps the unique character of the problem in France is the
combination of a sense of resentment against economic inequality, with a
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t he actual lri",qualit.y . S no doubt r:r"atdr, thG r cs"ntr.,,:J" to L

l"ss, •.

Britain, wh.:Jr" tr." actcW.l in"quality is !'o uouot l"ss, ther,_ is 'llso l"ss

~.

:~

I/,iPACT Or OTIIt.R CULTURAl:. PATTllThS OJ- F?.t.lJCo L.IF..

!r.is is int..nsifi"d as Franc" diminish"s in int"rr.3.tional i.ll·lort.aJl',

i.

T0chnological. H8rc th~ United States, and to ~ lesser "~t,,nt,
Sovi3 Union and G"rnw.ny, hav" Clade tha~r influoncb relt.
(i)

t~

American Influ"nc". Th~ traditional Fr"r.ch resistance to
t,"chnological =hange - arising from th" cheapn"ss of labor, the.
French pride in hand craftsManship, :md a glorification of
hard physical labor ("11 ne crain-:. pas sa peine") - was first
seriously sh<.lmr: b;; till impact of Am"rican technio.u<.;s in th"
First I.orld \,ar. At tms tim" Cit.roen and R.:Jnault irtrojucad
AmLrican methods of jJroduction i'1 tn" manufacture of war materiel th" famous "Taylor syst,;rr, ", damn"d by th" Fr"nch" orkers and
accepted only r::luctantl:' b;; 1.11£ industrialis s tr.6rn.selves.
Subsequently, agricultural r.achin"ry (harvLst"rs were CO~llonly
call.:Jd :.icCom.icl;s), li.notyp~s, typ""rit"rs (fWmi.ngtOl'is), trucks,
bulldozers, LtC., b~~an to CO~G ir~to common usc.
In gencr"l, these Am<.;ricaJ" products \;'...r ... rac"iv"d ,.itlt
genuine adrriratior,. In he ca~e of hOllsehold appliar.:es "nd
tools used b~ mecnanics, tne ~reference usually ~en to Americar,made articles.

The Second WorlJ liar prOVided anotner shock - ir. tl-is caGe,
a double one - first, thro~gh the realization of Germar. technical superiority in 1940; second, with the massive arrival of
American equipment beginning in 1944. The American influence has
nat.urally proved the more permanent, with it.s contiCluation througl~
lars hall Plan imports. ~ now, refrigerators, tract.ors, etc.,
have become f&~iliar ma~ifestations of the spread of American
influenct:..
here LS no criticism of ;~erican tecr~ological ~ethoas
sach, b~t the statement is s ill often ",.ad", that thay refl~c"t
ccr.ditior.s in '1 rich country •.'i t.h a large populat.ion and a
standard 01 livinG er:tirel;r differe:1t fro:r. that of France. lr.
addition, tHe French are appalleJ by American wastefulntss.
3ut they offer r"al rEsistance to cnangc only when it appc'ars
1.8 threate'l th8ir "av of life. More particult.rly, the;,' r"sent
"-S
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- 14 high-pressure advertising, as an infringement on the free choice
of the individual; the quasi-instinctive revulsion against
Coca Cola is a case in point. They feel that a minimum of
change is necessary - but only a minimum. And they resent it
when Americans tell them that they need to change their whole
way of doing things.
(ii)

German influence. Here one finds a similar French respect for
technical efficiency. The French feeling that the Germans
work harder and reconstruct their cities more rapidly than they
do, represents the resurgence (perhaps only since 1949) of a
sentiment of German superiority that was widespread in the
1930's and had been in abeyance since the Liberation.

(iii) Soviet influence. In the case of the U.S.S.R., French respect
comes partly as a kind of ricochet effect from an original
Russian copying of American methods. In additim, part of the
appeal of Soviet Communism to French intellectuals is based
on "technological" arguments. Finally, one can mention the
change in attitude toward the Red Army - its original prestige
(in 1944 and 1945) gradually changing to· fear.
II.

Cultural. The only decisive outside influence is American. This
influence forms some thing of an exception to the French tradition of
accepting and even welcoming foreign cultural importations (Italian
in the 16th Century, Spanish in the 17th, English in the 18th, and
German in the 19th). In these cases, the French felt - with justice that they could eventually assimilate the new ideas into their own
cultural tradition. In the case of the United States, however, the
influence has cane so rapidly and backed by so much physical pov-er,
that the effect has been somewhat frightening. (The inter-relation
of technological and cultural impact is obvious.) More particularly,
many French intellectual leaders have expressed their conviction that
in this case - as opposed to the precedents from previous centuries it was the lower level of culture that was changing the higher.
A glance at the manner in which American culture has reached the
French since 1944 may help to explain this attitude. Most of it has
come on the more popular cultural levels. Immediately after the
Liberatim, French people of all grades of education, feeling that
they had been cut off for four years from the outside world, were eager
to catch up on the foreign books and films that they had missed more particularly those from the United States. Translations, films,
even comic books were brought in indiscriminately, and what was most
sensational tended to "in out. \.'hile the general public lapped this
sort of thing up - and cmtinues to do so - among the more cultivated
part of the population there ca~e a vehement reaction to American
influence (for example, in the moderate leftist Sartre-Camus group
and among Academicians like Duha'llel, Gilson and Mauriae).
As a result, the most refined products of American culture are
little knovm in France. flhat even the comparatively educated reader
knows are Gone with the Wind, the novel of violence (Faulkner, .•
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- 15 Caldvlell, etc.), Louis Bromfield, and The Reader's Digest. He has
scarcely heard of Henry Adams, Thornstein Veblen, or Carl Becker.
And, thinking that these former represent the essence of a peculiarly
"American" culture, he tends to rate them more highly than similarly
educated Americans would do. Thus, while the United states is ultrafamiliar on the popular level, it is t~rra incognita in its more
sophisticated aspects. American history is inadequately taught;
there is no special chair of American civilization in the Sorbonne
or in any of the provincial universities. In French Academies and
learned societies, a disproportionately low percentage of American
scholars and writers have been elected as corresponding members.
Of the American intellectual elite, only the scientists are fUlly
appreciated in France. The others - many of whom find themselves
already isolated in their own country - experience diffiCUlty in
establishing contact with like-minded people in France.
In sum, the French attitude toward American culture is a curious
combination of knowledge and ignorance, attraction and repulsion,
varying greatly with the different educational and economic levels.
The main aspects are: (1) a widespread acceptance on the lower
levels of American popular culture; (2) a basic appreciation of
American democratic values expressing itself in a feeling of
political solidarity with the United states; (3) a resist~~ce to
American influence, on the higher cultural levels, and a reassertion
of traditional French values.
It is important to remember, however, that this resistance is
humanist rather than nationalist in ori&in. A feeling of cultural
resistance frequently goes along with a pronounced pro-Americanism
in politics - among Catholics, for example (the U.R.P. is perhaps
the most pro-American of major French parties). Duhamel's formula
of "France between tvlO monsters" is considered too extreme by the
bulk of French intellectuals.
This intellectual resistance appears to be a phenomenon peculiar
to France, as opposed on the one hand to Italy an~ Germany, where
American influence is accepted more happily, and on the other hand
to Britain, whose own post-war social and cultural pattern is more
thoroughly worked out and hence more impervious to outside influence.
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POLITICAL AND IDEOLOGICAL
1.

1.

PROBL~

OF b10D&tN FRANCE

THE 15SUES OF CONSTITUTION-liAKIllG

Although a Republic was assumed to be inevitable, there were three
main schools of thought abou" "he form it should take.

a

(i)

Un regime residentiel
l'americaine - previously expressed by
various reformers of Third Republic Tardieu, Blum) and after
liberation favoured by de Gaulle. But it was o)posed then by
the organized political parties, and by all the left who feared
the continuaticn of de Gaulle in the power which he had wielded
under Provisional Governments. Vichy, too, had been 'presidential' •

(ii)

Unicameral gouvernement d'assemblee, on model of 1793. This idea
was supported by "he Communist Party, but was distrusted by
the right as too Jacobin and demagogic; it was rejected in the
referendum of October, 1945, and in the first draft Constitution
of 1946.

a

(iii) Parliamentary regime
l'anglaise, akin to the Third Republic
in form. This was favoured by the organized political parties,
(and some men, such as Herriot, wanted a simple continuation of
the Third Republic), and it was the pattern which anerged from
the deba"es of the 5econd Constituent Assembly of 1946 as a
compromise solution. it l1as formally I bicameral', and with
some (so far ineffective) checks on the power of the National
Assembly: for example, the much-discussed pOVier of dissolution,
which has so far not been used.
II.

Prolonged debate over these issues distracted energies from the
immediate tasks of economic recovery; the lukewarm reception given to
the compromise solution carried fornard indecision into the Governments of the Fourth Republic, as well as throwing de Gaulle and his
followers into strong opposition. Demands for revision of the
Constitution are still active. The electoral laws (methods of
scrutin, and second ballot) remain a subject of recurrent controversy.
On "he other hand, the acceptance of women's suffrage has removed
one cons"itutional issue from the scene. The preamble with its
declaration of rights of the individual is nol'l, unlike former
Declarations of the Rights of ~n, given legal application and interpretation.

III.

other ~estern European countries unoccupied by Germany (Britain,
Svleden), and others again whose regi~mes remained unquestioned after
the war (Holland, Denmark, Norway, Belgium at first) faced no such
constitution-making problems. Their plans for economic recovery, etc.
were correspondingly less impeded than the French. There is closer
analogy v:i th Italy and Germany (Bonn Constitution).
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policy, because there has been general agreement among all parties
except the COllnnunists; and Bidault and Sclunnan (both of the Y. R. ? )
have between than cont.rolled the Quai d 'Orsay si I,re J i h"r"ti....' in
1941, except for the very short interlude under Blum in 1946-7.
CHANGES IN
The European

~lite

T}g

RULING tLI'IE

has been shattered, to diffprent degrees:

tion in the iiest, revolution in the East.

evolu-

The French case is one of

evolution and a more rapid one than might show on the surface.

How~ver,

on this score, as on others, France displayed amazing stability, and change
happened only by slow and cautious evolution.

At the time of liberation

people expected much more change.
I.

Changes in personnel. They were substantial as the resistance brought
to power a number of people who \'Ould have had very little chance of
arriving in povrer otherwise, in normal conditions of the 1930 's. It is
sometimes difficult to determine with any accuracy whether the momentous
events changed the nature of certain careers or or~y accelerated them.
It may be indicated, nonetheless, that acceleration was in many cases
so great that it brought about actual changes in the nature of careers,
which would never have gone so far if the old-time te:mpo had been
maintained.
Most of these changes brought in people from the resistance groups.
A number of "resistants" belonged already to the influential circles or
professions, or would have arrived to such levels; tiut many were
rocketed high up. The "resistance de l'Interieur" brought into the
political person:Jel some nG" people, mostly former intellectuals such
as Bidault, de !4enthon, etc., formerly teachers who might a",how have
become members of parliament, but found themselves now in outstanding
cabinet posts. Several of them remained politicians of the ministrable
level.
he "resistance de 1 'exterieur" brought an even larger contingent
of intellectuals (like Maurice Schuman, Jacques Soustelle) or of
businessmen (like Pleven) to the first rank of the political scene.
General de Gaulle is a'1other such addition nOl; to b" neglected.
hiore substantial and important perhaps aI''' infiltrations of newcomers into the higher administrative personnel: people arisin~ out
of the resistance gained entry to the "Grands Corps de Ilf:'tat" {Conseil
d'~tat, Inspection des Finances, Carriere diplomatique, etc.).
It
may be noteworthy that the two most politically important embassies of
France, those of Washington and Moscow, are headed by Ambassadors who
are not regular career-diplomats nor professional politicians, but
again are acade" ic men who had some contact 'Iii th the Administration
before, Henri Bonnet and Yves Chataigneau. The Conseil d'£tat has ~een
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- 18 tVrlce purged, by Vicny in 1940 and then after liberation. Its new
head (the vice-president) Rene Cassin came from the exter~Al ~Ris~I~~.
The Inspection des Finances was not purged at any time, but some
acceleration came from the fact that some of its members went into
big jobs, often diplomatic, in the external resistance (thus Herve
Alphand, Couve de l!urville, both inf uential in the Quai d' Orsay in
1945-49 and now ambassadors), and the cadres of the treasury seem
younger too.

•

The newcomers or the "accelerated men" are mostly young people:
they represent intellectual opposition groups of the 1930's or business
groups; some were in the administration but chiefly in side-tracked
posts. Considerable rejuvenation happened in the Armed Forces. The
c~Anges here were not as great as may have seemed right after 1944.
Few of the chiefs of the maquis kept their rank in the Army after
V-E day. But many high-ran.'<ing officers were purged, SOl:le by Vichy,
most of them after liberation. Some other changes are bound to come
in the long run as a result of the reform of administrative recruitment through the nationalization of the School of Political Science,
now the Institut d'~tudes Politiques, and the new ~cole ilationale
d'Administration. The new system allows situations in which a man
who was a highway patrolman in a remote corner of France three years
ago will reach high administrative functions in a few years after
1950. Such evolutions were practically unthinkable in the 1930's.
The importance of these changes in personnel, and the kind of
evolution in the attitude of mind they sho1', can be seen by a rapid
glance at the morrow of World nar 1. A whole crop of new, mostly
young, talents had arisen as a result of World War I and showed itself
brilliantly at the Peace Conference. Among those men we could mention
such names as Jean L:onnet, Paul Mantoux, Fernand lfaurette, Yves
Chataigneau, and on a higher political and age level, Albert Thomas.
Practically all of them were sent to relatively good posts outside
the country, not on straight diplomatic missions but rather to international organizations (League of !lations, LL.O., etc.). Hone of
them was able during the 1920's to come back to Faris and secure an
important position. They were systematically kept out. Thomas and
'aurette stayed with the LL.O.; Mantoux returned to academic life,
more at the University of Geneva than in Paris; 1!onnet went into
international private business; Chataigneau stayed in secondary
positions until 1936, when he was "accelerated" by the Popular Front
for a while, but like t:onnet it may be said for both of them that
they "missed the bus" after the first Uorld War, were side-tracked,
but reached political power fully after Uorld Uar II, although both
did not go for election and ministerial careers. The important point
is that many people were not side-tracked after 1945 as after 1919.
In as strongly organized and hierarchical a society as the French,
this means deep change.

II.

Changes in the "cadres economiques": young technicians ga~nlng control
of important enterprises through the nationalization of basic industries.
These managers are more dynamic and less hesitant to use public funds
than were the old entrepreneurs of the 200 families with their private
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through their participation ex-officio in hoards governing the
banking systems and the social-security funds.
Trade-union leadership shooed itself, as usual, particularly
conservative and resistant to change. However, some new men like
Louis Saillant appeared in the forefront, while others, who collaborated with Vichy, like Belin, were eliminated. Some new men
emerged among the leaders of farmers I interests, such as the SecretaryGeneral of the C.G.A., Phillippe Lamour, formerly a Paris lawyer.
The part of the representatives of labour was also substantially
increased in the administration of the national economy as a result
of the greater participation of labor nominees on the governing
boards of the Social 5ecuri ty System or on the Conseil National du
Credit. (See also Sect. A. ).)
III.

The bulk of the personnel in the ruling elite is still the same or
comes from the same circles as before the war. The "old crowd" has
not given up. Although it has less direct means of action, and has
to share more of the power vlith young managers or newcomers, it
applies age-old techniques to take over the nffi< elements in the big
body of the ~lite. The bright young men of the old families take
administrative jobs and the bright young managers of modest extraction
marry daughters in the old families. The difference from the prewar situation is that the younger generation wants more change to
happen: they see much more the necessity of it because they do not
want to live for a re-edi tim of 1940. That element is a powerful
psychological lever which weakens the impact of the old crowd. This
is felt even in politics: old "wise men" who came back like Vir,cent
Auriol, Paul Reynaud, Herriot, Daladier, etc., have been given honor
or may claim some following. None of them are really looked up to,
as they used to be, as possible "solutions" in case of acute crisis.
The same can be felt, although it is more difficult to demonstrate,
in administrative and economic circles. The time of the "notables"
is over.

IV.

The increased role and influence of intellectual groups: it may be
partly responsible for creating this "anti-notables" state of mind.
One has to refer again to the appeal of political plays of the SartreCamus-Anouilh group (L'f:tat de Siege, Las lIains Sales), also in the
Catholic circles of the leftist group or tho magazine isprit
(Thierry Maulnicr, etc.) and in a more conservative line of the
review f:tudes. One could compare with the early New Deal period in
Washington or early Labour period in Lcndon, when intellectuals were
close to power again. But even the self-examination of the Areerican
elite after the depression is probably less dramatic a period of
self -analysis than the aftermath of the 1940 I s in France.

V.

Sane changes in the personnel of the ruling elite are still on their
way. Some of them reflect the slow development of the trends
indicated above; others result from a different process: there has
been some colonization by Communists and "fellow travellers" of
higher-administratim, armed forces, even big industry. It came about
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Some de-colonization has been conducted and is still being pursued.
However, losing important official functions does not mean that the
men concerned are excluded thereby from a position of infiuence in
the French elite (an eminent scientist like Joliot-Curie, for instance,
certainly remains important in the high academic circles even after
his dismissal from administrative responsibilities).
3.

CHANGFS IN THE POLITICAL SPr.CTRUM

I.

Eclipse of the old Right. The anti-parliamentary right went down
with Vichy. The parliamentary right (Republicans, etc.) were discredi ted by the failures of the Third Republic, and were at first
disorganized.

II.

Tem or
withdrawal of the old Centre. The old centre parliamentary
parties especially Radicals and Radical-Socialists) were also, at
first, discredited by the defeat of 1940, and lay low in the early
stages after liberation.

III.

Reinforcement of the Left. Influence of resistance movements
('Resistance Charter' of 1944) was in gereral leftist; growth of
Social Catholicism (M.R.P. - Bidault had been President of C.N.R.);
recovery of Socialist Party (Gouin, B:l.um, Auriol, Ramadier - Rion
and concentration canps had done much to reinstate the reputation
of men such as Blum); new power of Communists (active in resis tance
since 1941, best organized party, and so quick to gain grasp on some
resistance movements and on C.G.T. even before liberation): all
these facts reinforced greatly the power of the left after liberation.
The Communists, especially, were successful in posing as the ultrapatriots and the 'true Jacobins'. They appealed more strongly than
before to those peasant proprietors ready to vote for the most dynamic
party. Such support had gone to the Radicals before the 1920's, to
the Socialists in the 1930 's, and now went to the Communists in the
1940's. This phenomenon is peculiarly French.
Until 1947, !t.R.P., Socialists and Communists formed the 'big
three' parties of government. De Gaulle was anxious to get national
unity, and was 1'Iilling to work with all three at once.

IV.

Since 1946-47, various factors conspired to bring about a new
political spectrum
(i)

Communists kept out of ministerial office after April, 1947;
breach between Russia and the \jest helped to rob than of the
role of super-patriots (Cominform, September 1947; visit of
Thorez to U.S.S.ft.). They relied more on their extra-parliamentary power over the C.G.T. Great strikes, etc.

(ii)

Socialists and M.R.P. weakened by constant need to save their
working-class supporters shedding away to left, and others from
shedding away to reviving Radical parties or to the R.P.F.
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V.

(iii)

Revival of Radicals as party of peasants and mirldle classes
(l.!inistries led by Marie and Qu"',i He, 1948-49) strengt.hen"d
the lOegment of t.lle spe"trum of the R:i eht.-()entre.

(iv)

In 1948, movement for creation of 'Third Force'.

(v)

Sinr.e 1947, emerge~ce of R.P.F. opposed to both Communism and
parliamentary pal. :<..es - new element on the extreme right.

Comparisons. The post-war phenomena of strong Communist movements,
of goverrunental Socialist parties, and of Social-Catholic movements,
are common to other countries (e.g. Belgium, Holland, Italy, Germany).
It may be, however, that M.R.P. leaders are more positively leftist
than their Social Catholic counterparts in these other countries.
It is the grouping of these three parties Y{hich has shifted in Frallce:
their fluidity has produced greater instability than elsewhere; and
the H.P.F. is a unique French product. As in Italy and Belgium, for
example, continued multiplicity of parties has made a system of
coalition ministries, and so of collapsible cabinets, a prominent
feature of the Fourth French Republic, as it was of the Third. The
strength of Communism raises problems for national defence, for international rela ions of France, and for economic recovery at home.
The enigma of Gaullism breeds uncertainty about even the near future
(general elections must, constitutionally, take place in 1951 at
latest). But the ingredients of French politics are not in general
different from those of other continental countries (apart from the
R.P.F.), though they are still very different from those of Britain
or the United States (see also Sects. A.5, B.4).
4.

THE IMPAC T OF IDEOLOGICAL IliOVil>!ENTS

A restless search for something to believe in characterizes not only
French youth but all age groups.

With the weakening

0

f the traditional

ideologies of moderate Socialism and Radicalism, Marxism (usually in its
Communist form) and Catholicism are the two answers most generally offered.

1.

Communism. Besides the elements mentioned under 3, above, the clearer
recognition (even among Communists and Communisants) of the policestate features of Soviet society has resulted in an emphasis on the
mystique, the irrational elements of Communism. One can find manifestations of this in the current "crusade" for peace (see C.l and 4);
in the appeal of Communism as an undefined protest movement to nonproletarian strata of society; in the importance within French
Communism of artists and writers (Aragon, Picasso, etc.) and the
consequent danger of Titoism and other heresies; in the somewhat
different importance to the movement of scientists, who combine rationalism in science with irrationalisn in politics. Of other Western
countries, Italy alone offers a comparison with France on this score.
In Italy, however, owing to the divisions and consequent weakness of
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more complete than in France. And the low educatimal level of the
Communist rank-and-file gives the Italian Communist intellectuals
an even more important position.
II.

Catholicism. The resurgence of Catholicism as a national ideology
findS its expression particularly in the articles of such writers as
Gilson and Ilauriac. A similar Catholic revival can be noted in Western
Germany and Italy, where its political importance is even more pronounced (see below).

III.

Gaullism. Among the diverse ideological elements in tre movement
one may note: the "~stique" of the Resistance; the "presidential"
program in the Fourth Republic constitution-making; the plebiscitary
tradition of Bonapartism and Boulangism; the counter-revolutionary
tradition of former Petainists; and the illusions (if one can call
them such) of a liberal-denncratic wing of former Radicals, civil
servants, etc. Significant also are the vagueness in the boundaries
of the ma<ement and its teooency to expand and contract as events
seem to favor or hinder a Gaullist solution (more recently one can
detect a broader sentiment favoring something resembling Gaullism
without de Gaulle). This phenomenon appears to be peculiar to France.
In other ~estern countries conservative forces tend to group tremselves
around Christian Democratic parties.

IV.

Miscellaneous. The search for a cultural or spiritual faith has also
found expression in the popularity of the Sartre-Camus group, the
transitory vogue of Garry Davis ("first citizen of tre world"), and
other ma<ement!l (see Sect. A. S).

S.
I.

RZFOR!iISI, IN .IDUCATION

Certain characteristics of the French educational system have been
accused of contributing to the 'French Crisis'.
(i)

The system whereby the 'bachot' ensures to a group that is
drawn from the intelligentsia of all classes of the population
a high level of formal education: but because of its formality
it has been tenood by French educational refonnists "the
savage rites of French bourgeois snobbism".

(ii)

The system of competitive examinations, especially at the grandes
ecoles, gives the successful candidate an assured future ('social
security' in a high measure); to such an extent that the leading
personnel at the level of higher education lack energy and
dynamism, both in teaching and in research; and it robs some of
the elite (see Sect. B. 2 above) of incentive and enterprise.
There is a premium on calformicy anloTl5st the successful, a sense
of bitter frustration amongst the re~ects, in competitive
examinations.
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(iii) The traditional educational system has less of a class character
than the German or British, but leads to a strong 'caste'
system. Democratic selection (by arithmatical devices) tends
to lead to a "llandarinate".
(iv)

Too much emphasis on classical learning and on the remote past
with an ensuing neglect of preparation for the needed technological elite; too little attention to modern and contemporary
studies (current affairs, civics, etc.)

(v)

Too much emphasis on the forming of the intellect, and too
little on physical education.

(vi)

Rigidity of the system leads to frustration of many of even the
ablest of its products.

II.

Educational reform before, and especially since, liberation has set out
to correct the above weaknesses by proposing, and in part pushing
through, reforms in all the directions indicated: e.g. more emphasis
on physical and on civic education; an attempt at student selfgovernment at the sixieme level; less segregation of the sexes at the
highest lycee level in Paris.

III.

Some of the reforms have already stranded, others are still pursued.
Because of their necessarily lor.g-range character, it is not yet
possible to gauge their effectiveness. In general, the virtues and
faults of the French system still go together.

IV.

The Vichy interlude and the emergence of a liberal-catholic party as
a member of all republican coalition governments, have not let the
old issue of Catholic schools die dovm. The issue has lost some of
its acuity in public opinion, but is still an additional obstacle to
the emergence of a homogeneous middle group in politics.
6.

TIlE PRESS

I.

Since 1944 the problem of the press throughout Ellrope has been chiefly
the reshaping of it in order to eliminate the papers or the controlling
interests that collaborated Ylith Nazi Geroany, and to integrate in
the regular press system the papers, born in the underground, which
came cu t in the open during the liberatio n days, asking for their share
in public opinion.

II.

The French press of the 1930 's had been a corrupt and not very well
informed one. During the Vichy regime they were either closed down
or they collaborated. New leaflets appeared in the maquis bearing the
names of the resistance groups (Combat, Franc-Tireur, Liberation, etc.)
This was true of Paris as well as of the provincial toYfl1s. However,
the resistance papers had a country-wide circulation and the "press
regialalism", already weak, kept breaking down further. This trend
towards centralization has caltinued (see Sect. A. 1 above). The
general behavior of the press made it a matter of public concern and
controversy after liberation.
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The liberation pe riod brooght about a general clean-up. Many printing
presses were taken over by resistance groups and neve papers v;ere
launched, utilizing the old channels of circulation. There were too
many papers. There were at least ten new ones in Paris, most of them
published just on two to four pages of a reduced format, because of
the paper shortage and rationing. Little by little a selection worked
itself out. Some papers survived, becoming the post-war version of
a pre-war one, and "rere backed by pretty much the same, or similar,
interests (i.e. France-Soir instead of Paris-Soir, backed by the
textile and some paper-mill interests). others survived and developed
b<!cause of party backing, such as L'Humanite, Le Populaire (in bad
financial shape, reflecting the disorgamzation of the Social is t
Party and needi~ at times subsidies from the British Labour or the
Belgian Socialist Parties), Le Figaro (which became the organ of the
Rightist Catholic circles), l'Aurore (R.P.F.). There is a clear-cut
distribution of the readers along political lines, L'Hwnanite and
I.e Figaro being the main beneficiaries of the neVT evolution.

IV.

A new, more independent, type of paper appeared, closer to the center,
better informed, cleaner than the Third Republic papers had ever
been: the outstanding case is that of Le llonde, much bettor than
I.e Tem~ more lively, more independent of both the Quai d'Orsay
and of big industry, this being achieved partly as a result of the
fact that its circulation reaches 170,000 instead of the 50,000 of
Le Temps, and also by a change of personnel. Another attempt at a
similar experiment with a morning paper, Combat, partly failed. It
could not get to a circulation of more than 40,000, and could not
subsist as the organ of cultivated moderate left-wing opinion. It
needed subsidies, lost its most valuable contributors (Camus, Aron,
etc.). An independent extreme-leftist paper, published by a small
but talented group of young people, Franc-Tireur, went en, sometimes
influential but not widely read.

V.

As a whole the pres s is cleaner but more political. The type of socalled "objective" paper (journal de grande information) such as Le
Petit Parisien, Le Journal, etc., seems to have disappeared. The French
reader takes sides much more, especially insofar as his morning paper
is concerned. He gets informed in the evening by Le Monde or FranceSoir. This seems to be true also in the provinces.

VI.

To be also noted: an increase in the circulation of weekly and monthly
magazines, including the old ones (France-Illustration), new ones
(Realites) and tte foreign cnes (chiefly American such as the French
version of the Reader's Digest, Life, etc.); the existence of a single
government-controlled news-agency, and of a governmental monopoly of
radio as a disseminator of news.
7.

I.

CHANGES IN THE ATTITUDE OF THE INDIVIDUAL TOYiARDS SOCIETY

Importance of morale (sense of groop solidarity and 0 f individual
responsibility to society and to the State) as a factor in the strength,
heal th and social cohesion 0 f a nati cn. In a democracy there is a need
for a balance between the forces of cohesion and the forces of
individualism.
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Sane Frenclunen and some foreign observers see law morale, or incivisme,
as the most poignant aspect of tre French crisis: not only worse
than in other countries, but worse than in pre-war France (e.g. taxevasion, anti-military sentiment, corruption, apathy, escapism,
general demoralization).

UI.

Possible sources of generalized incivisme are:
(i)

National character or mores (e.g. much more inclined towards
anarchy than towards discipline; put responsibility to the
family higrer than responsibility to the State; appeal of
Voltaire an outlook). The ideology of doctrinaire individualism,
long dominant in France, continues to act as a strong conditioning
factor.

(ii)

Present sense of injustice in most segments of society.

(iii) Cumulative effect of recurrent failure of refoIDl through liberal
methods.
(iv)

Demoralizing effects of events since 1940: collapse, dual
loyalties of Vichy era, habits of systeme 0, dissipation of
resistance mystique, injustices of the purge, examples of the
virtuous suffering and the cynical triumphant, inadequacies of
post-liberation governments, lack of a powerful myth to inspire
honest republicans. fut the search for "a creed" is perhaps
more positive now than it was in the 1930 's. The issue of
incivisme, whether or not the disease is actually as bad as
some Frenchmen believe, contributes to social tension within
the nation. The ruling &lite is inclined to bJ.ame mass
incivisme for France's troubles: the mass, on the other hand,
concentrates on evidences of inefficiency, corruption and of
seli-seeking political deals among the elite. The farner
sentiment strengthens authoritarian tendencies; the latter
sentiment reinforces both Communism and Gaullism (especially the
fonner) as simple methods for "cleaning the rascals out".

(v)

The vmole problem involves treacherous questions of social and
political psychology. It als.P raises the question whether the
failings of institutions 01' of men are mst responsible for
France's crisis.
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1.

I.

II.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS OF MODERN FRI\.NCE

THE DOUB'J'S ABOUT FRANCE'S POSITION IN TH2 WORLD

To some degree, dJubts about France's international position go back
of 1940 and even back of 1914; but they have become acute and deeply
meaningful only since 1940. The post-war French attitude appears to
be a varying blend of dispassionate realism, injured pride, and defeatist resignation.
(i)

France's geographical position between two super-powers has
special significance; it produces a sense of impotence either to
prevent war or to survive it. Although Britain's geographical
position is almost as exposed (except for her "tank-ditch"),
the psychological impact of the geographical factor is far
greater in France - partly because she has actually known invaRion
so often and so recently.

(ti)

Demoralizing effect of declining confidence and growing se1£criticism concerning France's primacy and prestige in the technical
and cultural spheres. Voltaire's phrase "France is the whipped
cream of Europe" gcne somewhat sour?

Varying proportions of the blend noted in (I.) above produce conflicting views a bout the proper role of France in the world.
(i)

France must regain great-power status at almost any cost
(Gaullism) •

(ti)

France cannot regain great-power status; or, at best, the effort
not worth the cost (defeatism, neutralism).

(iii) France can regain a position of notable influence by utilizing
those advantages which she"does still possess (e.g., geographical
location, diplomatic skill and experience, cultural influence,
overseas territories that are large and strategically located).
(a) Some Frenchmen in this middle category believe that uith
luck and skill, France can be restored to what might be
called marginal great-power status.
(b) Others feel that the solution is to merge France into a type
of Western European entity in which France would play a
leading role: that cnly in such a fashion can her hopes
of international influence be attained.
III.

The issue of France's position in the world (or power-status) appears
to be a more critical and divisive issue than in any other western
country except perhaps Germany. It also appears to be more critical
and divisive than it was in pre-war France; although the issue was
foreshadowed in the 1930's by the disputes of that era over France's
proper foreign policy (n.b., the de Brinon faction on the right and
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- 27 the Belin-Dumoulin f ac tion on the left). But doub ts a s to France I s
great-power status are unquestionably more widespread and deeper
than trey used to be, with consequent serious effects en national
morale.
In theory, these doubts might benefit France to the extent that
they destroy certain pre-war illusions and complacency about France's
inherent and inalienable claim to be a great power. However, no such
spirit of healthy realism seems to have becoma dominant in French
public opinion. Efforts to foster suc h a spirit run the risk of
producing further demoralization instead, and of driving many Frenchmen toward the certainties offered by Communism.
2.

OVERSEAS PROBLEI&S

I.

To the surprise of many Frenchmen, France emerged from the war and
the collapse with its overseas possessions largely intact (except
Syria-Lebanon). Possibly her failure to make adequate post-war plans
derived in part from France I s wartime uncertainty as to the fate of
the empire? At any rate, the Fourth Republic sought to lIEet some
problems (e.g. Indo-China) by improvising policy after it was almost
too late to find any solution at all.

II.

Basic conflict after 1944 between pressure of intensified native
nationalism (and of idealistic French refonn current) versus considerations of national prestige and power. Complicating factors:
Communist influence overseas; di visim in France over cost of holding
empire.

III.

Structural problems involved in creating a French Union which can
reconcile the foregoing basic conflict: e.g. degree of federal and
local authority; problan of preparing natives for citizenship; anomalous
role of large overseas delegation in French parliament.

IV.

Critical importance of the deadlock in Indo-China, which has placed
a severe burden on French budget, manpower and morale. Widespread
unpopularity of the war even among those who have no sympathy for
Ho Chi-Minh; balanced in part by consideraticns of prestige, and evon
more by sentiment that the Indo-China fight is part of the general
struggle against the expansion of international Communism under
Soviet dir ectim. Growing uncertainties about France' s ability to
become militarily strong at home so long as most of the army is involved
in Indo-China; growing danger that the officer corps will be totally
decimated there. Demoralizing effects of allegati ens that certain
French financial interests are instrumental in keeping the war going.

v.

Problem of economic and so cial development of overseas areas: cost;
shortage of technicians; issue of foreign investznent. Question of
priority to French or to natiVE interests in planning, investment ,
trade policy.
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New significance of North Africa in the immediate future.
(i)

Rapid development of Morocco since the war; flow of population
and capital from France, Algeria, Tunisia to Morocco.

(ti)

Prospect that North Africa may become France's redoubt in case
of general war.

3.

COORDrnATION OF ECONOMIC POLICIES WITH OTHER POWERS

The chief feature is the discrepancy between the large number of
fonnal engagements and international organizations created for the coordination of economic policies, and the relatively small degree of substantial
agreement so far.

This is broadly true for post-war international relations

in general, but there are certain reasons why i t is true for France.
I.

Formal engagements include:
(i)

Anglo-French Treaty of Alliance (March 1947): Art. IV - "by
constant consultations in matters affecting their economic
relatims with each other (to) take all possible steps to
promote the prosperity and economic security of both countries."

(ii)

O.E.E.C. deriving fran E.R.P. and Marshall Aid. The 16 states
concerned have been driven to concert economic policies to some
extent, for receipt of Marshall Aid, e.g., oil-refinery plans,
Intra-European P~ents Union, am Hoffmann's conception of
"a single market of 275 million consumers".

(iii) Brussels Treaty Committees (since 1948), especially involving
France and Benelux (e.g. negotiations for customs agreements).
(iv)

Deriving from all these, moves to make "Western Union" a more
comprehensive system of cooperation.

(v)

Economic Commission for Europe under U.N. at Geneva, especially
important for East-West trade, coal and coke, iron and steel in
1947-48, railways and rolling stock, timber, etc.

(vi)

Series of bilateral agreements - e.g. with Spai n under Schuman
leadership; Vii th Italy over trade and customs, etc.; with Great
Britain and Belgium over colonial development. (E.C.A. in
July, 1950, made 4 million dollars available for colonial development of the Western POVlers, and largest single share went to
France. )
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The above, and similar agreements, have led to some solid cooperation
economically, but there has been also a series of instances of how
France and Britain have failed to coordinate economic policies, or
failed to do so in time to avoid friction.
(i)

Ren~

(ii)

British devaluation of pound in September 1949 alarmed France;
and the steepness of the devaluation came as a shock to many
people.

Mayer's currency plans in 1948 startled Britain.

(iii) Cool British reception of SChuman Plan in 1950.
(iv)

III.

Little progress made in joint colonial development, partly
because of different traditions and principles of colonial
administration.

Special factors in the French position
(i)

French ecenomic policy is, broadly, dominated by the same two
aims as that of Britain, but with opposite emphasis: Le., both
ceed (a) to 'clos~ their dollar gap' (Frenr-h gap was 857
million dollars in 1949); and (b) to check inflation.
But (a) matters less to France than to Britain, partly
because she is less dependent than Britain on imports of food
and other necessities, partly because (b) is politically a more
clamorous problem in France than in Britain. In both, the
dollar-gap has, in 1950, been largely bridged by U.S. war
purchases in France and Britain. There is a certain struggle
between the conservatism of vested interests in France, resisting
closer linki~ of French econonv with that of other ccuntries,
and the more daring proposals put forward by some of the present
'ruling elite' (see Sect. B. 2 above).

(ii)

French concentratim on '"the Continental problem' leads her
to feel that relatims with her neighbors to the East and the
S.outh are more important than those to the West - Britain and
U.S.A. To tackle this 'Continental problem', some of her leaders
are ready to make very daring and imaginative proposals - e.g.,
Schuman Plan and the 'Pleven Plan' for a European arnv. The
small degree of substant ial achievemen ts in other fields may
even make the arguments for a more drastic 'pooling' of coal
and steel seem all the more plausible.

(iii) Traditional factors such as the relatively well-balanced nature
of French nat:ional econonv, and her traditional protectioJtism,
militate against close coordination of economic life and policy
with those of other Powers. The B.C.A. has tended to yield
contradictory tendencies - e.g. on one hand, pressure for more
free trarls; but on the other, pressure to develop local production which strengthens existing interests against foreign
competition, and so to keep a balanced economy still balanced.
United states economic policy has also heen in some respeots
inconsistent - especially as regards agriculture and shipping.
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Internal forces react strongly against such international
agre5Ilents - e.g. Italian industrialists and French trade
unionists both react against Franco-Italian agreements. There
has also been some criticism from French business interests
(agriculturalists and industrialists alike).

(v)

The British Government showed more courage than the French in
imposing 'austerity at the criti cal stage in 1945; but the French
were then f aced with grea"er material difficulties in physical
reconstructioo. After 1945, France needed 'austerity· less as
regards foodstuffs. But the fluctuations of French policy
between policies of "free economy" and "dirigisme" have made
coocerted policy difficult.

4.
I.

II.

THE POSITION OF FRANC!> IN AN ORGANIZED WESTERN EUROPE

The widespread conviction that France must play a leading role, both
in a political union and in a "estern army, faces the following
limitations:
(i)

France's awn wealmess - both a political weakness, ar~Sl.ng out
of the instability already discussed, and a military inadequacy,
ascribable to post-war economies in the anred forces, the drain
imposed by the Indo-China war, problems of morale (Communism,
scepticism, etc.), and a problem of leadership (varying wartime
records and political allegiances of high-ranking officers,
the Revers-Mast affair, etc.).

(ti)

Special diffiClllties vti th other powers - in the case of Germany,
a reluctance to let Germany rearm, canbined with a growing
conviction of its eventual necessi t<Y; in the case of Britain,
dissensions over the Schuman Plan, the extent and methods of
Western European integration, etc.; in the case of Belgium,
a jealousy of Belgian wealth and absence of war damage expressing
itself in accusations of "materialism" directed at Belgium
(this on the popular rather than the diplomatic level); in the
case of Spain, the maintenance of the international quarantine
as a concession to Socialist and other moderate leftist opinion.

On the other hand, such forces as the following are leading France
into participation in an organized Western Europe:
(i)

The dollar problem (see Sect. C. 3 above).

(ii)

France's position between the two super-powers, with its threat
of a repetition of invasion and liberatioo (physically nearer to
the Soviet Union, but economically, politically, and ideologically
more closely linked to the United States).

(iii) A sense that Europe as a whole has declined in importance.
(The fact that the French realiz e this more clearly than others
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will be made on the Continent rather than in Uashington.)
(iv)

Political affinities of French groups with corresponding parties
in other countries - more particularly of the M.R.P. (which,
except for one short interval, has held the Foreign Ministry
ever since 1944) with the Christian Democratic governments of
Italy and Ilestern Germany. (The Socialists have closer affinities
with Great Britain, reinforced by their financial support from
the British Labor Party.) At the same time, the movement for
European unity cuts across party lines; Paul Reynaud and Andre
Philip, for example, are both strCl1g advocates of unity.
5.

FRANCE AND EASTJZRN EUROPE

Among 'Vestern European Powers, France has probably the most complicated positiCl1 with regard to traditicnal relations with Eastern Europe France has always tad a big investJrent,. financial;J.y, politically and
culturally, in the area now beyond too iron curtain.
I.

II.

The economic interests are tlDse of the assets in the eastern countries
and of the trade with them.
(i)

The assets were great before 1917 in Russia, Rumania, the
Balkans, etc. Wiped out by the Communist regime in Russia,
they expanded through more investment in the Little Entente
countries and Poland in the 1920's and 1930's. The 1940's ruined
almoot all that fortune. But many French families have not
yet given up hope.

(ii)

The trade with these countries had always been of some importance.
Eastern Europe was in several respects economically complementary
to France. Active commercial relations were started again,
especially with Poland, Czechoslovakia, etc., in 1945-48, but
deteriorated greatly recently. Coal has come from Poland and
the Donetz basin, and trade relations are at present greater
than cultural relations.

Politically, the alliance with the East against the threat of the
Central Powers has been for centuries a fundamental axiom of French
security: with the Sultan against the !!aison d'Autriche, with Russia
against Germany, with the Little Entente against Germany after 1919.
De Gaulle's treaty vr.i.th Moscow in 1945 "as in the same line. Now
the break with the East is complete, but regretted by many people
for consideraticns of the European balance of po"er.
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The F'I'ereh feel that Eastem Europe was in many respeots culturally
under their influence, since the Middle Ages. They wanted to maint.ain
it for the present and for the future, even when economically and
politically they felt ousted. Here is a field in which they hope to
be able to hold some ground, despite the 3Weeping impe.ot. of Russian
culture and intere.st in the Anglo-saxon one.
These three reasons make it diffiwlt for the French

0

<u:cept the

opacity of the iron curtain; and it even pIa;\,"" a part. in t.heir hesitation
about choo.sing sides in tha present =nfli=t..
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND COMPARISONS

In all t.re problems discussed, some elements of'WJe situa.tion in
France have close parallels or analogies in the problems which confront her
neighbours.

The problems created "Qy the World War and its aftermath have

modified or overlaid all separate national problems in Europe.

On the other

hand, every problem in modern France acquires a particular French context
or colourir.g:

France's geographical and histarical position in Europe, and

her experience since 1939, are sufficiently distinctive to provide such
differentiation.

The most impressive over-all feature of modern French

problems is, therefore, their equivocal character, reflecting the somewhat
equivocal position of France in the modern world.
If, in conclusion, one goes behind this conspectus of modern French
problems to inquire (I) why tffiy have this characteristic, and (II) whether
this characteristic can be defined more closely, the following considerations
arise.
I.

The reasons for the equivocal positi m of France.
These may be approached by at least two modes of analysis:

one pre--

dominantly geographical and economic, ttl! other predominantly historical and
political.
1.

Geographical.
(a) Until recent times, a fairly sharp distinction could be drawn between
"continental" Powers and "man. time" Powers, the States of eastern and
central Europe being mainly the farmer, the States of the western seaboard being mainly the latter.

This distinction still has sane

significance for an analysis of ttl! present-day States of Europe,
but its significance has been much blunted by such developments as
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industrialization, etc.
(b) Almost along this same line of geographical distinction, fell a
division between those states which did not have a numerous awl rowprfJl1
bourgeoisie, and those which had.

The "maritime" states, which

included France, fostered too growth of such a bourgeoisie.

Those

"continental" Powers which had not a numerous and powerful bourgeoisie
tended to receive an influx of capital and of technical assistance
from the more "maritime" states.

Natimalist feeling in these countries

tended, at times, to resent such intervention.
(c) BUT trese divisions of furope have been considerably blurred, and
their significance changed, by Horld War II.

A common experience of

prolonged German occupa ti. on or daninatim, and of an extremely efficierrt
continental blockade, has "thrown" the states of Europe more together.
(The Kremlin in the 1930 I S described Nazi policy as "the ice-breaker
for Communism.)

Various forces of "proletarianization", of state

control over eccnomic life, have helped to diminish the power of the
bourgeoisie in the western States.
(d) The position of France in this changing furope is the result partly
of concessions to these tendencies, but partly also of resistance to
trem.

She preserves a relatively rigid social structure, but has

accepted varims 'structural reforms' (see Sect. A. 3 above); she
has powerfully individualistic traditions and instincts, but has
accepted greater industrial rati01alization, more dirigisme, more
naticnalization.

Although she moves with the times, there is a strong

backwash towards the conditioos and social ideals which made her a
great Power in the past.

Her very geographical position (part-
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her a half-way house between the old and the new.

This position is

essential to any explanation of her present-day problems.

Other

comparable geographical distinctions (e.g. between Western,
),ledi terranean, Central and Eastern Euro pean Poo/ers) show France in a
similar criss-cross position.
2.

Historical.
(a) It is, of cour se, possible to analyze historical growth by means of
many different anti theses:

individualism vs. collectivism, liberty

vs. equality, and so on, and to illuminate it by such analyses.

But

in Europe, since at least 1870, two of the DDSt dynamic forces of
historical change have been Nationalism and Socialism.

The process of

their interaction (at times conflict, at others mutual penetration
and reinforcement) underlies the growth of the modern so-called
'!elfare State I .
promote both:

Great Wars and their conseqUEnces have helped to

so have industrialization, urbanization, the recurrence

of economic crises, and the spread of western civilization overseas.
So, too, has the growth of Democracy:

(Le. of universal suffrage,

representative institutions, popular education, etc.).

Democracy has,

on the one hand, helped to enlist the interest and interests of all
sections of the naticnal community in what is done by the national
State, and has promoted national cohesion and solidarity:

it has,

on the other hand, also bred Socialism, as the industrial working
classes became increasingly persuaded that their political rights and
powers Could, and should, be used to improve their material welfare.
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may provide some IIlOre objective 'differential' by which to distinguish
between uniquely French problems and those which, since 1870, have
been common to other European countries:

and so offers further

explanation for the present equivocal posi tim of France.

The process

of their interaction may be broken dam into three main categories:
(i)

conflict between them;

(ii)

the socializing of Nationalism;

(iii) the nationalizing of Socialism.
(c) Conflict between Nationalism and Socialism.
(i)

Paris COlllJlune, 1871.

'Communards' were confused with

'Communists t (as were 'capitulards I with

I

capitalis ts'), and insofar

as the Commune stood for a Proudhonian break-up of France into a
federation of small, self-governing units, it conflicted directly
with liberal Nationalism as represented by Thiers, as well as
with the A'onarchist ideas of 1871, and with the 'integral
nationalism', later, of Barres, etc.

The legend of the Commune

carried fonvard this conflic t, in modified forms, into the Third
Republic.
(ii)

The activities of the Internationals.

The Marxist appeal,

''workers of the world unite", inevitably bred conflict with all
other Socialist movements which tended to look to national State
acticn, through liberal-democratic means, for improvement of the
lot of the working classes.

acamples of this are very familiar.

The conflict had two outcanes:

in 1914, the Second Internaticnal

virtually broke up; and the Third International became increasingly
an instrument of the national policy of the USSR.
Nationalism triumphed over Socialism.

In either case,
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(iii) The Spanish Civil rar assumed this character, though it also
became an arena for the clash betwe2l'l Stalinism and Fascism.
(N.B. French adherence to 'non-intervention' was a highly
characteristic reaction, in face of such conl'lict.)
(d) The ~ocializin~ of Nationalism.
(i)

The great nationalists of tho 19th century contrived to promote

natimal cohesion by adopting some socialistic measures - often
only to 'steal the thunder' of the Socialist or Liberal oppositions.
Bismarck's legislatim after 1871, Disraeli' s support for social
refonns, are tho stock examples.

The extension of the suffrage

encouraged this tendency in roost countries.
(ii) The two World wars, whilst strengtlJelting r.hanviltistic nat.iolt'i1isn
in many ways, also precipitated a clamorous demand for policies
which were essentially socialistic (see Sect. A. 2 above).

This

derived in part fran war-time promises made to rally national
effort ('Homes fit for Heroes') but much more from the social and
economic dislocations of war, which required extensive State
actim to deal with than after the war.

The world economic

crisis of 1929-31, with its mass unemployment, is mainly a longrange example of this effect.

(See below.)

(iii) The adoption by all major political parties of the ideas of
'social security' in Great Britain, France, etc., during the
decade 1940-1950, whilst all of them (including the COllll:lunists)
also claim to represent naticnal (and even nationalist) interests,.
is the latest and greatest example of how far this process has
already gone.

The result is the 'Wellare State I .
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(i)

The growth of r.on-revolutior.ary, parliamentary Socialist or

Labour Parties in most 'Ii"esterr, European countries, reactY to assume
responsibilities of ministeri31 office and renowlCing the policy
of t.he

t

Internationals' whenever they confli t with these aims.

(ii) The Stalinist victory over Trotskyism i:1 U.S.S.R., and the
consequent developltent of 'Socialism in a single cwntry'.

The

Five-Year Plans, and indeed the whole ('DlI('.ept of 'national
socialistic planning' elsev/here, shows a nationalizing of
Socialism.

•

(iii) The triumph of the 'National' over the 'Socialist' wing of
the Nazi Party from 1934 onwards.

The Nazi program had contrived,

on paper, to wed Natimalism and Socialism,

but as soon as

tension between them bred a wing of 'Secood revolutionaries', they
were purged.

Even so, the Party lrept its ostensibly 'socialistic I

policy - natimal planning for autarky, etc.; denunciation of
'pluto-democracy'.
(iv)

A similar split had appeared within the Italian Fascist Party

in 1923-5, when the Right wing won a victory over the Left; when
traces of it reappeared in 1934-5, trey were smothered by tre
Italo-Abyssinian War.

(The coincidence in time of the tensions

within the s ingle-party States in 1934-5, inel uding the .lascow
purges, and the rise of such things as the 'National Government'
in Britain, the 'New Deal' in U.S.A., the Spanish Civil War, the
period of tensi m betl'leen 1934 and 1936 in France, is in itself
signi.ficant,

was it a variety of national reactions to the effects

of the world economic crisis, mass-unemployment, and tre challenge
of Socialism?)
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In general, it can be said that before 1940 Nationalism in France had

been less socialized - and Socialism had been less nationalized than in most of her neighbours:

with the result that the open conflict

between Nationalism and Socialism remained stronger and more unresolved
in France than elsewhere v.nen World War II began.
Various factors which had precluded, or minimized, the interpenetration of trese two forces in France include tre following:
(i)

The distinc tion between Radicals and Socialists, which had

looked like being blurred before 1908, was kept sharp and clear
(cf. the great debate between Clemenceau and Jaures on June 18,
1906).

The Radical-Socialists merged with the Radicals and not

with the Socialists.

The efforts to strengthen and unify the

Socialist Party were only tanporarily successful.
(ii)

The growth, from 1934 on, of a vigorous Communist Party which -

while claiming as much as the Socialists to stand in the authentic
Jacobin and French Revolutionary tradition, and so to be nationalistic - adhered to the policies of the Comintern.

Its refusal

to join the Radicals and Socialists in the 'Popular Front Government', 1936, to some extent illustrates this divergence.
(iii) the growth and persistence of anti-militarist and pacifist
sentiments on the Left, especially amongst the Socialists, were
regarded by the Right as conclusive proof that in France Socialism
had not been 'nati cnalized' at all.
(iv)

The French Right-wing parties, partly because of their extreme

anxieties about French naticnal security, of the power of big
business and industry in their ranks, of their intense fear of
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The

consistent blockage of any serious measures of social reform and
'social security' between the two \~ars, until 1936, are a result of
this:

though the lethargic and conservative character of the whole

constitutional system, and the power in politics of the peasant
proprietors, are additional reasons.
(v)

The absence in France between the wars of nass unemployment on

the scale which prevailed in many of her neighbours (or in the
United states) helps to explain why French nationalism was less
socialized than elsewhere, and why the drive for the "Welfare state"
was less urgent and dynamic in France.
(vi)

As the first Task Force indicated, the cris is of 1934-6 shook the

Republic to its base.

Seen in the above perspective, it was (a) an

open battle between the irreconciled forces of Nationalism and
Socialism, in 1934; (b) an attempt, through the Blum experiment,
to find a modus vivendi between the two forces:

indeed the first

serious and concerted effort of malern France to do so.

It was

inconclusive, partly because it came so late, the Corrrnunists did not
back it, the trade unions harassed it with stay-in strikes, it
alarmed the nerVQlS Right, and it ran into the deep waters of international crisis, following German reoccupation of the Rhine.

It

bred the slogan 'Better Hitler than Blum', which became poignant in
1940.
(Vii) This irreconciled conflict is perpetuated in the Fourth Republic
by the great pOVier of the Communist Party and the present weakness
of the Socialist Party; and by the rise of the R.P.F. on the Right,
so far much more nationalistic than socialistic.

But it is softened
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Socialism in politics, and by acceptance (by the Centre parties)
of the measures of nationalization and 'social security' passed since

1944.
II.

Closer definition of the equivocal position of France.
The European Powers can, of course, be classified into many different

groups, according to geographical, religious, economic or historical criteria,
e.g. distinctions between:
1.

'Continental' and 'maritime' - as above - puts the States of eastern
and central Europe mainly in the fonner, and the States of nestern Europe
mainly in the latter category, with France overlapping both categories
(like Italy).

2.

'Catholic' and 'Protestant. puts too countries of southern and eastern
Europe mainly in the former, the countries of northern and north-western
Europe mainly in the latter, ,lith France bridging the two (like Germany).

3.

Countries which have knmm a large and powerful bourgeoisie, as distinguished from those which have not, puts the north-western maritime
States in the former category, and those of eastern and southern Europe
mainly in the latter, with France sanewhere between the two (like
Germany), in the sense that she has middle classes more closely linked
to the soil than, e.g. Great Britain, but stronger and more powerful
than, e.g. Italy.

4.

Countries where

J

ationalism and socialism have interpenetrated, and

coontries where they have not, (as above) also puts France in an intermediate position.
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Although no single classification of this kind is in itself

satis~

factory or adequate, there is clearly cmsiderable coincidence of pattern
when all such over-sharp distinctions are superimposed:
there is least tidy identification is France.
patterns, in a cross-bench position.

and tIE country where

She straddles different

e.g. Countries such as Great Britain,

Holland and Scandinavia have maritime traditions, are Protestant, have a
strong middle class and no important Communist Party, and through the
machinery of the ,.,lfare State I have gone far to harmonising nationalism
and socialism.

Countries of central and eastern Europe tend to have con-

tinental traditions, such are Catholic (N.B. :"estern Gennany is IlPre strongly
Catholic than pre-war Germany which included the largely Protestant east),
have weak middle classes and strong Communist Parties, and have not gone
far in

reconciling naticnalism wi h socialism.
Immediately after liberation, France drew closer to the former pattern.

She fostered the 'welfare State I, offset the strength of conservative
Catholicism on one side by the power of the M.R.P., and of Communism on the
other by the strength of tta Socialist Party, and through the durable facts
of peasant proprietorship and a reconstructed industry preserved a strong
middle class.

She aligned diplomatically with Britain and the U.S.A.

There

appeared no solidly organized Catholic bloc in France, as there is in Germany
and in Italy; and one factor which prevented it was the split between General
de Gaulle and the M.R.P., and tIE subsequent emergence of the R.P.F.*

*The use of the term 'Catholic' in this L!emorandum, as applied to a political
party,. should not be considered as implying that any official label of this
kind has been attached to tta group. It seems that no party in France wanted
any confessional label to be officially attached to it. Although M. Bidault
suggested introducing the term "Christian" or "Catholic" when the M.R.P. was
christened, this was held to be undesirable by the more experienced members
of the Party.
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But with the tightening grip of Communism on organized labor, the
weakening of the Socialist Party, and the growth of the R.P.F., France subsequently drew closer to the second pattern.

Under the Fourth Republic she

thus edged back on to a delicate equipoise, which keeps her somewhat distinct
from either pattern.

At almost every point, she belongs simultaneously to

two different patterns of development.
of the cris is in France?
in particular?

Is not this the underlying dilemma

And is not this a good reason for stuqying France

As France goes, so may tip the balance of western Europe.

Finally, a degree of caution should be maintained in considering the
problem of modern France as if France were "the sick man of Europe".
population is increasing.

Her

Her eC<J1omic recovery, in relation to the dis-

location and devastation of five years ago, is remarkably solid.

Her con-

stitutional and political difficulties, intractable though they appear at
present, have a realistic correlation with her equivocal place in Europe and
the world.

Her political system even now penn its complete freedom of thought,

speech and press, and the vivacicus interplay of a great variety of opinions
and ideas; no other country permits ffiOre.
personal freedom.

She still sets a high value on

She enjoys same of the benefits of her weaknesses.

She

may still be in process of finding a new role to play in the modern world.
But her morale is worse thal the situation Vlarrants.
results of her equivocal positi<J1 are great.

The psychological

Her citizens feel a sense of

frustration because change is so difficult to accomplish; they feel unable to
get to grips with urgent problems:

they have a feeling of insecurity and of

uncertainty as to which collllllll.Ility they belong to.

Here, perhaps, are some

roots of that "incivisme" so cOlJJIlonly observed and lamented as one of the
chronic problems of modern France.
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FRENCH CATHOLIC GROUPS*
The attitudes adopted by the various groups of French Catholics toward
the impact on French life of other cultures, especially American, reflect the
philosophy, especially spiritual, and the political and social programs of
those groups. It is difficult to obtain reliable information concerning recent
developments among French Catholics, but a few definite generalizations can
be made: first, the practising Catholics in France constitute a minority of
the total French population, and their numbers and influence have generally
been overrated by both politicians and historians; second, the French Catholics
are as deeply divided into a variety of schools and groups as other Frenchmen.
Although French Catholics share a cammon moral philosophy, there is no French
Catholic unity; tlEre is no clear French Catholic agreement on any political
or social subject.
One should use as great care in defining tIE French Catholics and their
policies as in describing Trotskyites or Federalists. Not all French Catholics
are conservative; most French conservatives are not Catholic; most French
reactionaries are not Catholic. French conservatives often pose as Catholics,
just as American politicians often pose as practising Christians, because in
tIE past in some areas and among some classes such postures have proved politically profitable. Similarly, French radicals of various varieties have often
posed as anti-clericals, but that has not prevented them when in office from
using various institutions and facilities of the Church to fulfill their progra~s
and to strengthen their political position both at home and abroad. In the
same way, the Communi~ts have used the Orthodox Church throughout eastern Europe;
this hardly means that the Communists have become Orthodox Christians.
The divisions among the French Catholics are not new; they derive at least
from ohe ancient Gallican-Ultramontane disagreement. The French Revolution
temporarily united most of the French Catholics in opposition, but the history
of these Catholics in the nineteenth century is one of increasing discord and
division. The splitting of the ever-smaller number of Catholics was completed
by the establishment of the conservative Third Republic, the issue concerning
the policy which Catholics 3hould adopt toward that Republic, and the increasing
seriousness of tIE social p:'oblem as France became more industrialized. The
sharp divisions among the Catholics constitute one of the major weaknesses of
the Catholic Church in France today and one of the principal reasons the Church
has not been able to profit from the present ideolcgical vacuum in France.
The extreme conqervative Catholics are very nationalistic, but they are
divided in their allegiances and in the policies which they believe should be
followed to retain the purity of French culture and to aid France to regain
her position as a vlOrld power. Most of the other Catholics, it should be noted,
are not so deeply concerned with this purity and power. Many of these extreme
conservatives supported Vichy from 1940 through 1944, in part because of the
attitude of the Vichy government toward the Cnurch's role in education; many
of them still presumably believe the Vichy program alone can restore France above all, a France which again shall be truly the elder daughter of the Church.
Many of tIE church hierarchy were leaders in the support of Vichy, just as

*

Submitted to the Seminar on Modern France by Robert F. Byrnes, Jean-Jacques
Chevallier, and Canon A. L. Gabriel.
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were many leaders of other hierarchies - the ~, the administration, business.
Although many Church leaders supported Vichy and although Vichy sought to use
the Catholic Church as a bulwark, it is clear that some Catholic bishops
criticized this stand and that most of the Catholic clergy and apparently most
of the Catholic laity as well opposed Vichy.
The extreme conservative Catholics are extreme naticnalists. They seek,
first of all, to reestablish France as a great power. They wish to make France
independent of both the Soviet Union and the United States, and they wish to
restore French political leadership to the continent. liith "a plague on both
your houses" attitude, they seek to resist all foreign influence in France.
Although they are willing on occasion to borrow a political technique or to
base their political system on a foreign model, they oppose the introduction
into France of American ideas, food, social customs, and institutions. rlith
their emphasis upon the land, the village, the Church, the patriarchal family
the family above all - and the old established ways, they view the United
States as the source of modern industrial techniques and modern social dissolvents. They resent and resist things American because the United States
to them means forces operating for further social and political change in
France.
As long ago as the 1890's, the extreme conservative Catholics, especially
those among the clergy, bitterly resisted a program known then as "Americanisme."
This was an attempt by some democratic French priests, influenced by the
Paullists, Cardinal Gibbons, Archbishop Ireland, and other progressive American
Catholic leaders, to convert French Catholic leaders to the recognition that
the Catholic Church in America had profited enormously from the American
Catholics' general acceptance of American political ideals and that the Catholic
Church in France coo.ld benefit enormously by adopting attitudes and ideas from
the American Catholics. (The conservative Catholics eluring the 1890's had
resisted this bitterly and successfully.)
This issue has not been so clear during most recent years, but it should
be noted that on this front the extreme ccnservative Catholics have yielded.
The Catholic Church in France has borrowed very heavily from the Catholic
Church in the United States since the First World War. Many ~ench priests
have been sent to the United States to acquire further training in American
universities and seminaries and to see at first hand how the Church has been
able to thrive in a democratic Republic which is predominantly Protestant.
Moreover, the reorganization of some French seminaries and, above all, the
changes in the curricula within those seminaries have been accomplished with the
benefit of heavy borrowing from American practice. This change, which has been
urged by democratic and progressive Catholics for a half-century, could have
been adopted only by the bishops themselves, who in the past have constituted
one of the extreme conservative Catholic strongholds. This struggle is by no
means ended, however, and the current controversy over the cassock is a symbol
of the continuing resistance.
The moderate Catholics are far more difficult to define. Many of these are
members of the CFTC, many were supporters of the Democrates Populaires and the
Jeune Republique in the 1930 IS, many grew up in the Catholic Action groups,
~ left more ccnservative but weaker groups at the end of the Second World
War to use the MRP as their conservative bulwark. Compared with the extreme
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- 3 conservative Catholics, this group is not looking backward to the same degree
and is apparently not so seriously interested in the purity of French culture
or in whether France is still or can become again a great power. It seeks to
strengthen France and to regain prestige for France via French leadership of
a more unified continental West. It has advocated basic social reforms for
France, though less and less vigorously as time has passed since 1944.
The varied elements lIhich compose this general group are much less nationalistic than the extreme conservative Catholics. They have accepted the social
changes which are implicit in the adoption of neVi equiIEent and industrial
techniques fran America, and they have borrowed ideas quite freely. They are,
however, quite critical of American culture. They are especially critical
of the low standards of American movies and literature; they condemn American
irresponsibility and American ignorance of other peoples and of their cultures;
they resist the American emphasis on production, on quantity instead of quality,
on power instead of other values; they criticize the standardization and even
mechanization of American culture. While willing to adopt that which will
strengthen and improve France, they have a lively fear that American ideas and
attitudes will overwhelm the traditional French values.
The critique of American culture and its influence in France is best expressed by the radical Catholics, most notably by Esprit and some Catholic
organs, which are also critical of the MRP and vlhich are even more violently
opposed to those forces further on the Right. This Catholic Left, which has
often in the past six years been more radical than the French Communist Party,
has a Christian humanist philosopl\Y. Emphasizing a rational and critical
attitude - a deep belief in the dignity of every man, the need for true equali~
and 11 real brotherhood of man, and, as Mounier described it, personalism this group has displayed since 1932 an independent critical attitude toward
all developments in France and toward the American impact on France. This group
is more interested in people, in the development of individuals, than most of
the others. Its rooted opposition to the established order has led to its
great understanding of and sympatl\Y for the French Communists, who these
Catholics believe alone have demonstrated the revolutionary social drive which
France needs and who are alone close to the workers and the vital sources of
life.
The Catholic Left has ruthlessly criticized the United states, .~rican
culture, and American influence. While the Communists err in not tolerating
a "Communist anti-clericalism", the Americans smother and destroy all thought
and Vitality by their emphasis on money, productioo, power, technology, and
middle-class morality. Moreover, the Catholic Left in particular has pointed
out large gaps in American democratic thought and practice; perhaps the best
illustration of this is the bitter indictment by Temoignage Chretien of those
Paris hotels which in the summer of 1950 refused to allow Negroes because many
of their American customers insisted on bringing the color line ~nto France
with them.
This group thus believes that the new humanism is at least as greatly
endangered by American standards and values as it is by Communist ones, while
the Communists have the merit of being closely associated with the workers, the
one lively source of Vigor and hope. The Communists' revolutionary zeal and
their Willingness to devote their lives to their cause has deeply impressed
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- 4the Catholic Left, and the Catholic "workers' missions" reflect trese Catholics'
understanding of the principal means by which the future of France must be
-«rested from the Communists.
Although French Catholics are now far better informed concerning the
United states than they were a generation or two ago, there is still a considerable amount of ignorance of America among them. For the moderates am Left,
for example, the Readers' Digest represents American culture. Mounier
apparently never realized that his critique of the selfish individualism of
capitalism was a common one in the United states. Similarly, neither the
Catholic Left nor the other Catholic groups is aware of the role of the family
or of community spirit in the United States.
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THE FRENCH PEASANTRY 1918-1939
Perhaps the only non-controversial statement which can be made
about the French peasantry between wars is that every aspect of the
peasants I role is controversial; and the only valid generalizatico
is that no generalization fits the peasantry as a whole.

11hile text-

books conmonly speak of the rural domination of politics, tax
favoritism, the inherent backwardness of small farming, the evils
of the rural exodus, and the virtues of the peasantry as a stabilizing
social force, all of these generalizations have been (and are still)
disputed in certain quarters in France.

men the agricultural statistics

concerning land distribution, farm proch1ction, prices, buying power, and
relative tax burden are sharply debated.

As for the general role of

the peasantry in society and in the state, opinions vary widely.

Georges

Gurvitch has described the farmer as "the greatest supporter of the
French rePlblic and of de:nocracy"; Louis Chevalier contends that during
the Third Republic "the deputies and senators of peasant origin did
much more for the city populations and for the working class than did
the representatives of the large urban centers."

But .Ufred Cobban

calls the peasantry a reactionary element whose "unintelligent clinging
to customary abuses makes [it] the ideal agent for exploitation by the
most sinister forces ••.• The ccotinuing influence of the peasantry
[Cobban adds] is the chief reason why the so-called Fourth Republic
cannot escape frcm the Third, and remains petrified in the past."
The question of the peasants I role since 1918 bears on the work
of this seminar in a number of respects.

They represented between one-

fourth and on-third of the total active population (and, of course, of
the voters).

So large a group, if properly organized, could weigh
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More important still

was the relativ<o status of the peasantry with respect to otmr social
groups.

Discontent among the farmers, together with hostility of the

city groups toward the fanners, could seriously weaken the social fabric
of France.

Perhaps the most basic question for purposes of this

seminar is whether these stresses or tensions were greater in 1939 than
they had been twenty years earlier; whether the peasantry had come to
be a factor for social stability, stagnation, or disruption.
None of the foregoing issues can be examined realistically so long
as the whole rural population is lumped together en masse.

The basic

distinction is not between owners and non-owners (even though the
latter element makes up about one-third of the total farm population),
but rather between (a) prosperous operators of either large-scale or
small specialized farms on the one hand, and (b) marginal operators of
relatively small and backward farms on the other.

In the latter category

are many smallovmers, a majority of the tenants, and almost all of the
metayers; taken together, they constitute a clear majority of the farm
population.

Economically and psychologically, they might almost be

called precapitalist; they produce little far the market and live
pretty much on a subsistence level.

Yet they bulk so large numerically

that they, rather than the modernized capitalist fanners, are usually
thought of as "the peasantry".

Here, as in so many other respects,

France finds herself in an equivocal position between two major European
patterns:

neither completely precapitalist like the eastern European

countries, nor completely evolved like the maritime lands of northwest
Europe.
Amoq; those Frenchmen who concerned themselves with peasant
problems betvfeen the wars, there were several rival currents of thought.
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- 3 One group regarded the combination of precapitalist and capitalist
agriculture as an ideal balance which ought to be preserved.

It

stressed the virtues of the small peasantry as a social stabilizer
and a reservoir of all the best ¥ranch values; it favored a variety of
maasures (cooperatives, state aid, etc.) to assist the small farmer
and to check the rural exodus which this grrop deplored.

Another

group, which might in a sense be called neo-physiocratic, preached a
drastic conversion of French agriculture to capitalistic methods with
a view to increasing production and exports and cutting food costs.
Between these two extremes were moderate reformers of various sorts
who generally argued that snall farm units were not only socially
preferable but were economically advantageous as well, and who often
looked to the Danish example as a model.

Complicating the debate was

the Catholic church's concern for a social order whi ch would !reep the
family together and would keep it in the church.

(The Marxian doctrine

of collective fanning had a purely theoretical interest in these years,
since it was regarded by the Marxian parties as a long-term goal to
be played down in propaganda).
Few of the farmers themselves took much interest in such broad
and general questions as t he proper structure of French agriculture
and its role in the state.

0Ten the prosperous capitalist minority

did not push to expand its power at the expense of the small peasant-at least not in any organized way.

It preferred rather to recruit

the support of the precapi talist mass through a simple program which
would appeal to both major agrarian categories:
the highest possible agricultural prices.

low taxes, no wars, and

Its most effectivG form of

organization was the so-called "specialized association"-federations
of milk producers, wheat producers, wine growers, etc.

These bodies,
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- 4controlled by the agrarian capitalist element, operated as effective
pressure groups.

The sane elenents also dominated the principal

agricultural unions (which, hlmever, liere relatively small and ineffective because the mass of precapitalist peasants had no interest
in joining them).

From time to time efforts were made to organize a

peasant party, entente, or froot; but all 'Of them remained anemic.
For one thing, it lias impossible to find a positive political program
which Yrould fuse together the heterogeneous rural elenents.

For

another, the bulk of the peasantry was allergic to being organized
in any fashion. And still further, the more influential elements in
agriculture

needed no separate party so long as they could steadily

influence the choice of deputies and senators in rural areas (notably
through the Radical-Socialist committees).

The scrutin d'arrondissement

was pretty effective insurance against the growth of a peasant party
of the "green socialist" type; for it produced a kind of farm bloc in
parliament without formal organization or label.
In a general way, the attitude of the agrarian capitalist element

resembled that of tha large industrial and commercial interests in
France.

Both were essentially malthusian in their desire to produce

li ttle for an assured and high-priced market; both Vlere interested
(ca'lsciously or unconsciously) in preserving a large number of small
producers or traders as a kind of screen to disguise their quasi-monopoly
and their high profits, and to serve as a propaganda weapon for keeping
prices and tariffs high.

Throughout the interwar decades the agrarian

leaders complained that agricultural tariff rates were lagging behind
industrial tariff rates (which was true, "hGn based on the 1913 levels l ),
that total farm buying pOYler lagged steadily belo-if the 1913 level
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- 5(which appears to have been generally true 2 ), and that the "price
scissors" constantly favored industry over agriculture (which, again,
seems to have been the case except in the early 193053 ).

They could

point to the primitive living standard of the bnlk of the peasants,
and to the mounting flight from the farms to the cities which they
described as a daily plebiscite of the rural population against its
conditions of eXistence.

4 iihat

they said was in large part true; ../hat

they did not say was that the profit margin for efficient farmers was
unreasonably hig h, or that the bulk of productiCll for the market was
furnished by a minority of producers.
Whether the preservation of a mass of precapitalist peasants
contributed to France's social equilibrium is a matter of opinion-perhaps even of faith, beyond the power of rational analysis to
determine.

That it contributed to increased social stress does seem

possible to prove.
sentially happy.

This mass of peasants was neither prosperous nor esPerhaps it had never been either prosperous or happy;

but it was growing steadily more conscious of its handicaps as the
twentieth century moved on.

In part this awareness of the peasant I s

hard lot resulted from improved canmunication and transportation; in
part, fran social improvemmts in the cities; and in part as .,ell fran
the propaganda spread by their mare prosperous agrarian brethren.

At

the s arne time, urban resentmmt against the farmers increased in periods
of inflation or unE!1lployment, when the impact of pigh food costs
persuaded the city classes that the farmers were profiteering.
The depression decade doubtless increased the tension between farm
and city.

The urban workers resented the fact that the peasant was

eating and drinking well while they themselves went hungry.

The small

peasants, on the other hand, failed to recognize or appreciate the
relative advantage which the depression gave them temporarily; they felt
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- 6 the pinch of declining markets, which cut off the tiny
needed to pay t 3JCes or to buy their fa" luxuries.

c~sh

income

For a peasant en a

marginal living standard, t he smallest cut was painful.

",ven the

capitalist farmors were hit hurd for tho first tim:J in years, despite
tho protection of their domestic market through the quota system.
resulting discontent was reflected in a variety of ways:

The

by the growth

of Communist influence in many rural districts, by tha rural disorders
(a rare phenomenon in modern French history) stirred up by such agitators
as Dorgercs, by the creation of a small but permanent peasant party,
and by the vogue for corporatism which surged through thu upper levels
of most of the agriCUltural organizations.
A further contribution to the city-country tension was the Popular
Front victory of 1936.

Agrarian leaders feared that their influenco

in politics might now be oversh.'ldouod by that of organized labor; they
complained that Popular Front legislation benefitted the worker at thc
farmer's expense.

Even the \!heat Office did not please them entirely

(al though much highcr prices at once accompanied its creation); agrari:m
leaders of the capitalist category would have preferred out-and-ant
corporative control of prices and marketing.

It is prob.:tbly true t·hat

1936 cut back agrarian influence in politics somewhat.

,1ne bit of

evidonce was parliament I s decision in 1939 to abandon the
d'arrondissemcnt for R. P.

On too other hand, thure is

that the agrarian leaders had been shifting te

th~

s~rutin

SO"lE

evidenc"

support of the ll',ore

Luftist purUes VIell before 1936 (n. b., :'hc c!ec:.ioJ' 0f Plu~ a:' thrbonne
and of oth'or Socialist~ in the south), and "hat th~g~ leaders may have
been shrewd er.ough to adapt themselves as politic31 power moved Left.
Cortainly thore is no evidence that tITJ Popular Front aimed at basic
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_~ricultur<J

Georges

Monnet .{as full of pious phrases about the virtues of the small peasantry
and the nead to preserve it, as well as about thG need to "revalorize"
farm prices.
~

1939 the peak of peasant discontGnt had undoubtedly passed.

Y"t one can fairly conclude that too causes of urban-rur3.l friction
remained intact

and that thts friction may have lxlcane sOlll3what worse

dUring the interwar period.
too high and too low:

Agricultural prices ramai.oed simultaneously

too high to permit exports or a cut in urban

food costs, too low to get tlx:
subsisten::e.

IlESS

of peasants up off the floor of

The peasant grew increasingly resentful at his hard life

canpared to the 40-hour week and the paid vacations of the city worker;
the worker in turn resented peasant complaints about social refonns,
and peasant failure to pay a full share of governmental expenses. 5
As each group concentrated en its
anotter netch.

0.n1

grievances, civic spirit slipped

It is true that just b(;ncath the surface, changes were

occurring which overshadowed the coming of a new kind of French agriculture.

The rural exodus, speeded up once more after 1936, was sloYlly

tending to wipe out the lowest category of prccapitalist farms.

The

poorest land was going out of production; the better bits werG being
absorbed

in~o

middle farms of actual or potential efficienc;I"

Certain

social reforms of the Popular Front, too, gave promisc of lessening
the gulf in living standards bemeen urban and rural workers.

Through

a slow evolutionary process, given several decades to operate, the
precapitalist. s<.:ctor might disappenr, and France might emerge with a
healthier structure like that of the Danes or the Dutch.

WhGther thorG

was time for this evolution to work itself out without a vigorous push
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- 8 or two from tha government, however, was open to some question.
Certainly there was no sign before 1939 that any government might consider such intorvontim-or that any govClrnment could have survived
politically i f it had tried to do so.

The problOOl was passed on to

the Fourth Ropublic, which has likawisc found it wiser to lClt evolution
do the job.
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Footnotes

1. According to Prault's figures, French duties amounted to the
follmting percentages of the value of imports:
Agric. products
Average
Averaga

1901-1910
1921-1930

1933
2.

Dessirier's figures
rapr0sentative years:

1913
1920
1925
1929
1930
1935

8,56
4.55
10.57

Indust. products

8.23
10.75
17 .19

(1939) on peasmlt purchasing power for
100
63.4
86.5
100.5
89.3
69.7

In fact, t he decline in total purchasing power was partly offeet by
the decline in total farm population.

3. Ac::ording to Bettelheim' s price ind\lxes, agricultural prices
vlere well below industrial prices (base 1914) in every interwar year
except 1923, 1931-34 inclusive, and 1936.

4.

Census figures on total active agricultural populations:

1921
1926
1931
1936

8,951,000
8,130,000
7,637,000
7,lh2,000

5. Rene From=nt of the Plan'1ing Commission (1950) estimates
at roughly 1 to 4 the pre-war advantage enjoyed by th~ peasantry in
direct taxes (Le., proportion of inCOllB paid in direct taxes). He
estimates too post-war advantage, incidentally, at 2 to 3. It can
be argued, of course, !ohat the bulk of the precapitalist peasants
could not afford a fully equivalent burden; that their return on
capital and labor invest-ed was extremely low.
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THE FRENCH MIDDLE CLASS, 1919-1939
An outline for Discussion
by

John B. Christopher, University of Rochester

I.

Who compose the French middle class?
a.

Terms "middle class" and "bourgeoisie" may be used interchangeably
for the sake of convenience although connotations of "l~urgeois"
in French are varied and subtle.

b.

Middle-class outlook characteristic not simply of small minority
of Frenchmen but rather of a large number -- probably a majority.
Bourgeois spirit everywhere latert(Andr~ Siegfried).
Petit-rentier and petit-fonctionnaire attitudes seep down
through the social strata from the haute bourgeoisie (Beau
de Lo~nie).
Marc Bloch complains of petit bourgeois attitude of most
big labor unions, 1940.

c.

Points for debate and discussion:
1.

2.

3.

II.

Impossibility of arriving at precise definition of
French middle class by strict economic or social classifications (income brackets, occupation, residence in
town or in countryside).
Workable (though not precise) definition may be reached
by considering bourgeoisie -- if the clich~ may be
allowed -- as a state of mind. Bourgeois outlook then
characteristic not only of men of property but also
of would-be men of property -- businessmen, professional
men, civil servants, rentiers, land-owning farmers and
even some proletarians.
Though important differences remain between haute and
petite bourgeoisie, and though intensity of bourgeois
attitude is not equal in all groups listed in (2) above,
nevertheless most important fact is that a common
denominator of middle-class spirit underlay them all.

,nrrat is the evidence that something was amiss among the
middle class, 1919-1939?
s.

French

General -- the thesis that the defeat of 1940 reflected the moral
bankruptcy of the bourgeoisie.
for:testimony of many observers (for example -- Pierre
Cot, Leon Blum, Albert Gu~rard,
Pertinax) that defeat resulted
from a protracted and disastrous failure in bourgeois
leadership.

against:defeat of 1940 preeminently military, and only
incidentally political or social
or moral.
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b.

Political -- the existence of a widespread crise de confiance
among the bourgeoisie with respect to the democratic republic,
especially during the 1930's.
for: tendency toward political polarization, especially toward the Right (the
ru~e vers l'ordre) growth
of fascist leagues, of appeasement mentality, of hysterical
fear of Communism; Stavisky
riots; Dounergue program for
strengthening the executive;
willingness of so man;v parliamentarians to commit political suicide, July, 1940.

c.

Economic -

unsettling effects of inflation; growth of "incivisme".

for: tax evasion, repeated
flights from the franc, failure
to modernize tax system.
d.

against: results of the national
elections reveal no overwhelming
swing toward political authoritarianism; contention (see Albert Goorard,
David Thomson) that while the
machinery of the Third Republic became increasingly unpopular, the
basic principle of democracy still
claimed wide allegiance; general
acceptance of Third Republic institutions by Fourth Republic.

against: ? ? ?
(the "for" evidence seems overwhelming to me, but doubtless
others lvill disagree)

Technological -- relative slowness of the twentieth-century
agricultural and industrial revolutions in France as compared to
Britain, Germany, the United states
for: apathy lvith respect
to investment in technological
improvements, both in agriculture and in industry; failure
to maintain during the 30 1 s
the plant modernizations
made as result of post-~orld
TIar I reconstruction; skeptical attitude toward technology picturesquely illustrated by popularity of
attacks on American mechanization and materialism.

against: a financial cr~s~s at
root of problem, more than any
lack of technological interest or
aptitude; significance of antiAmerican attitude exaggerated.

III. If we may assume that the evidence in the "for" columns in (II) above
outweighs that in the "against" columns, then who and what were
responsible for the plight of the middle class?
a.

Forces sometimes asserted to be beyond the control of the middle
class. For example -- (i) the accidents of geography, notably the
coal deficiency, hampering industrial development; (ii) the impulse
given to polarization, politically speaking, by the Bolshevik and
Nazi revolutions; (iii) World War I and its aftermath -- the
severe drain imposed by war casualties, damage and reconstruction;
failure to obtain expected reparations from Germany and consequent
aggravation of inflation.
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Were all these forces, however, altogether beyond control by the
middle class? Examples: (i) Geography -- failure to exploit
full industrial potential of iron and bauxite deposits; (ii)
inflation -- resulting in part from centuries-old fiscal
tradition and from short-sighted tax and borro.fing policies during
World War 1.

c.

Points for debate and discussion:
1.

2.

3.

Is it not correct to conclude that World War I, while
aggravating greatly the plight of the middle class, did
not originally cause it?
How valid is the explar~tion advanced by Andre Siegfried -namely: that middle-class difficulties result from longstanding French traditions (individualism, lack of
community feeling, emphasis on the conservation of wealth
rather than the creation of additional wealth)?
How valid is the explanation advanced by David Thomson,
Albert Guerard, Leon Blum and still others -- that the
bourgeoisie was 'using up its sap', was unable to deal
with the social and economic complexities and problems
which came to the fore in France during the decade
before 1914?
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THE HISTITUTE FOR ADVA,!CED STUDY
Princeton, flew Jersey

A meetihg of the European members of the Seminar on wodern
France l7as held in Paris Saturday and Sunday, 20th and 21st .lay 1950,
to formulate a program or agenda for the sessions to be conducted at
Princeton during the autumn tern, September to Deceober 1950. Those
in attendance at the meeting, wh5.ch l7as held at the Institut d1t:tudes
Politiques, were:
Professor Edward ilead Earle
1l. Raymond Aron
Mr. J. P. T. Bury
Professor Jean-Jacques Chevallier
'. Francois GoCUe1*
Dr. Jean Gott=
Dr. David Tho::lSon
M. J~cques Donnedieu d~ Vabres*
Professor E. L. '"oodward
Mr. Joseph Kraft, Secretary
It was unanimously a reed, after len~thy discussion of various
possibilities, that the Seminar might most profitably concern itself
with the lk1.ture, the origins, and the j:.robable consequences to Prance
and to Europe of the present-day crisis in France. It "as realized
that the crisis--lvhich has been acute since, say, 193L--is deeply
rooted in French histor;,'. But .:essrs. Gottl1k1.nn, GoguE'l, and de Vabres-representing a relatively younger generation in France--strongly emphasized that in many, perhaps all essential, respects the crisis is
to be understood less in terms of ideologies and other historical
factors than in terms of external pressures ani of the dynamic
character of the modern world. There was no disagreement, however,
concerning the extent to which military security, centralization of
covernnent and adu<inistration, geographical divorsification, and
similar phenomena were centuries-old in their origins and implications.
But it "as pointed out that, to some Frenchmen at least, social
security has seemed of mo 'e iI:lmediate moment than military security.
It was generally agreed, too, that the current crisis in
France should be analyzed with special regard to:
1. The political and ideological crisis, which intensified old antagonisms and which rendered difficult or
virtually impossible the operation of those parliamentary
and social forces l.-hieh operated as a "Third Force" as
betY;een the extremes of left and riebt. Leninism and
Stalinism, on the one hand, ana Fascism, on the other,
had cut across the usual political alignments--to cite
but a single exarr.ple.

*

M. Goguel and M. de Vabres are not members of the Seminar and
were present by invitation.
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2. The economic crisis--pnrtly the result of the
Great Depression and partly the result of other a.~d
longer-range forces--from which Fra.~ce never quite
recovered before she was overrun by Germany in 1940.

3. The radical change which occurred in the French
view concerning the mission of France as a European and
a world pover; also the change of opinion which occurred
in the non-French world concerning the function and status
of France as a Great Power. The weakened position of
france in world affairs was partly the result of outside
Fressures and partly the result of such internal forces
as the decline of the French ~lan vital.
l:essrs. Aron, Chevallier, and Gottmann--wiU: the ,,-dvice
and cooperation of ~ssrs. Goeuel and de Vabres--agreed to draft
menor~nda on points 1 and ?, which would provide the basis of discussion for the first four or five sessions of the Seminar in the
autu-~.
The yOULnger ~~erican members 0f the Seminar are to be asked
to prepare a memorandum or memoranda on the 3rd poin~, for consideration in the l~ter phases of the discussion. All members were enjoined to give as much thought as poss;ble to the program, to submit
their comments thereon before the opening of the term in mid-September,
and othe~vise to make '~latever special preparation may be necessary
to assure that the work in the autumn shall [et off to a flying start.
There was considerable diccussion of emphasis and procedure.
It was strongly urged, for example, by everyone present that the
Seminar should keep constantly before it the necessity of vievring
France in its larber European and world setting. ,or example, the
question should constantly be asked: To v:7lat extent are FrencL
politics and rrench political behavior peculiarly a.~d uniquely
French, and to 'Ihat extent are they a phase or a reDection of forces
"lhich operate on Europe and the :1estern World as a 'Ihole. Messrs.
Woocruard, Thomson, and Bury, in particular, agreed to assist in
putting the French story into its larl;er European setting.
It was generally agreed that the work of the Seminar should
be pointed to the preparation of a brief book, although it was likewise felt that the discussions should not be held to too rigid a
plan or too formal an agenda. T e Seminar itself v;ould not be so
much a research project as it would be a critique of individual research projects and an elaboration and clarification of the vier.Toints
and interests of its members. ~Tn2t the Seminar can best contribute
to academic publications on French affairs would be a critical study
representing the best conclusions of current research and current
criticism and interpretation. If the Seminar is directed continuously
toward the preparation of a manuscript for publication its discussions
are more likely to be unified and coherent.
A survey of the resources of the Princeton librar'es as
regards French studies is being undertaken by Professor Tlilliam
Ebenstein of Princeton University.
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